
ouaintance with writers on this subject will afford, gravel, where they will have a free use of their 
Losing the use of the limbs of a fowl may rise limbs in sitting down, and correct the other causes 
from several causes. First, gout. This is gener- m the same way ; but in all cases give a strengthen- 
ally found in old cocks, who have been highly fed ing diet, such as bread soaked in ale, or porter, 
and closely confined. It may be known by a hob- some fresh meat, and oatmeal mixed with pepper 
bling gait, and a voracious appetite. Sulphur is corns pounded fine. Cayenne pepper and castor-oil 
highly recommended for this disease, but probably are also great remedial agents, in case the birds 
one of the surest remedies is to make soup, or are too much confined.
serve him up in a stew. Paralysis may be another cause of lame-

,, mi • • <r „.1 ness: it is more easily detected than from anyMegrims. This is a nervous affection, «j other cause, and arises from this: At the extremity 
contraction of, the muscles of the egs, and ^ ^ ^ (|r Uck ig a amall gland> wbich, for the

would lead a person to believe it was simply cramp. 8ake q{ we ^11 call the rump gland. This
However, there are other Symptoms connected, becomes inflamed and a tumor arises; and un-

Sulphur f.r Fowls. ^ .~d C°rd>
There is no remedy which is so easily and by. Mr.The only cure for this is to out the tumor and

ÎSfiSÎS; aiKtIwS " b'.i.6 i« do,, confinement; i„ f„t of ««*. «* «b. 5U,d„U, bM ^

the system of animals 
to a small degree, 
there is a greater affi
nity for it than there 
otherwise would be.
It can be administered 
to the fowl by having 
it in a small box, so 
that they can help 
themselves, or by mix
ing it with their feed 
once a week, or as 
often as there are indi
cations of vermin.
Penetrating, as it 
does, to every part of 
the system, the par
asites ai e quickly and 
surely destroyed. Also 
gripes are said to be 

. prevented in chickens 
F&*ls need it more 
than most animals, 
their feathers contain
ing between four and 
five per cent, of sul
phur. Their eggs.aho, 
have a small quantity, 
which is noticed by 
the discoloring of a 
silver spoon when it 
comes in contact with 
a boiled egg. Applied 
externally to the fowls 
when on the nest, to 
thenest itself.ormixed 
with the soil in the 

. dusting box, it is 
equally efficacious in 
destroying vermin. To 
be used as a fumigatot 
of buil' ing-1, it is ne
cessary to remove the 
fowls,close the roomor 
house,mix a little salt
petre with the sulphur
in an iron vessel, and .
apply a match tothe mixture. Thisshould be donein (often causes tnis but it ls not thc only one- 
the morning, and the doors and windows opened breeding from relations is a predisposing 
in the afternoon for a thorough ventilation. Lard Flocks that are m-bred are more liable to all 
mixed with sulphur in proper proportions, and ap- diseases than those which are perfectly ciossed 
plied as often as it is necessary to the feathers on from strong, healthy birds Castor-oil, either given 
the neck and back of young and old turkeys, is a directly, or mixed m soft food, is a good remedy,

r,/o1r‘,r‘,'i‘e""tther*v*e'>‘0‘,ox"‘'™ 2tSr-35f3oKrtS'SSsCuPoultry World. mixed with the feed, is desirable; water in rusty
vessels, producing a solution of iron, given to di ink, 
will likewise aid in strengthenin 4 the blood.

Cramp in the Legs.—'This resembles the last 
mentioned, as far as the use of the legs is 
ed,without the silly look and staggering gait. This 
is mainly caused by cold and damp, poor feeding, 

hard board floors, and, lastly, in-

poultry Inrd.
Dorkings.

We very often receive enquiring letters regard
ing our opinion about stock, and some of them 
ask. which aie the best kind of fowls for a farmer 
to keep » To such questions we invariably answer 
the dorking. Poultry fanciers may make more 
money by selling fancy stock from some of tlie 
other varieties, but for eggs, flesh, size, hardiness 
and general utility, we give the preference to the 
above named stock. The grey or colored dorkings 
are preferable to the white.

causes

a little care.
This is more sud

den in its effects than 
megrims, although, 
some of the symp
toms are similar — 
thatis as far as dull
ness, stupidity anil 
lameness are concern
ed, (in both eases the 
brain being affected, ) 
but in the latter, not 
only are the legs dis
abled, but there is 
a drooping of the 
wings and curvature • 
of me spine, caused 
by convulsions of the 
muscles.

Thehird sometimes 
dies almost instanta
neously, being, ap
parently, quite well, 
showing no symp
toms of lameness 
whatever, only a 
short twitch in walk
ing. In other cases, 
they may linger for 
a number of days. 
However, one thing 
is sure, unless the 
obstruction spoken of 
is removed, no mat- 
t< r what medicine is 
given, death will en
sue.

J
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Hoping, if these 
remarks are woitby 
of your, considera
tion, you will insert 
them in your valu
able paper for the 
benefit of your read
ers,

m

COLORED DORKINGS.

I remain, yours truly, 
Hyde Park, April 2nd, 1875. VV. L. Brown.cause.

Medicine for Poultry.
In ordinary cases it will not pay to give medicine 

to sick fowls. The best course respecting poultry 
ailments is prevention. Try to secure such vigor
ous breeding stock and such complete sanitary con
ditions for all the birds at all ages, that illness 
will lie rare. Then the strength of constitution 
will be such that any ordinary disease can be re 
sisted without the use of medicine, if good nursing 
is given. What we mean by nursing is:—Place 
sick fowls in a dry, sunny place, out of the wind, 
and safe from disturbance. Then give them food 
easy of digestion, such as mush, potatoes and 
meat, every article cooked, and warm milk for 
drink. If, after all, they can’t make out to live, 

“there are many birds, at any rate, not dis
proof, that have been weeded out of my stock.

Lameness in Poultry.
GOUT, MEGRIMS, CRAMP AND PARALYSIS 

AND CURE.

To the Editor of the Farmer’s Advocate.
Sir:—In answer to Mr. Sherlock, of Thamesford, 

asking for a remedy for the disease he complains 
his fowls are affected, I am afraid that gentleman 
has not sufficiently defined the symptoms, to 
form what the doctors call a proper diagnosis; 
however, I will give Mr. Sherlock, what from ex
perience and observation and a respectable ac-

C A USES
concern

sitting on stone or 
digestion, caused by being too closely confined, 
or it may result from a combination of all these 

If damp is the cause, remove them to dry, 
warm quarters. Should you have them on too 
hard a floor, put them on a floor of fine sand or

causes. say,
ease
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trying what might seei 
tiona in agriculture, 
heart, and the improve 
present themselves to 1 
as we have since found 
besides, another object 
expense in stock fcedir 
and mutton were sold ; 
butter at 10 to 12 cents 

we have now betcase;
ces, and our stock is ] 
stowed on it. We
root crops.

Shall we continue to 
staple of our root crop 
most exclusively, and : 
as we have done ? T1 
its great value. We 
yields so much good m 
labor. It has been fe 
on the farm. In Engli 
which agriculture has 
state of excellence; an 
fited by it even in the 
it a very uncertain cro 
many obstacles to coni 
sowing there may be a 
not altogether prevent 
if it escape this dangei 
be destroyed by the : 
dreaded drought and t 
may prevent the crop 

Of this we had ■one.
In the crop returns foi 
the Commissioner of . 
turn given is one of 70 
portionable number an 
The report, not a solit 
places almost a failure, 
sects ’’—tells us of the

Still we cannot 
There

crop.
uncertainty, 
place in every respect, 
nip must be a partial <

Mangolds and Kohl 
for winter teed—both 
keepers. Of the gro' 
we have had many ye. 
equal to the turnip f 
cows it is better, prod 
and not communicatin
With grain added, it i 
fattening hogs. Muc 
owing to its saccharine 
very rich. We have 
to fail as the turnip, a 
in the drills, they can 
from spots where the 
Mangolds and beets b 
The returns of the yie 
cultural Reports are 
those of the turnip cr 
(8. Grey) reports an
quality very good,” a 

Would it notcrops, 
to consideration, to so
golds ?

Carrots should also 
quantities, as part of 
especially, they arc e) 
tics; and they are not 
serve to keep in good 
food they form a part 
for oats, but when ca 
oats used is less, and 
with high spirits, his 
pearance that indicat
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lottetow ' • • • I wbeat ha, induced mills from other sections to gee(js on tbe Bn0w is generally practiced. The

We ire apt to boast in Ontario of our soil and compete for its freezing and thawing cover the seeds sufficiently,
climate, as being the Garden of the Dominion, an I a^ wbeat grown in other parts of the and the general continuance of sowing grass seeds
we are not without some grounds for our boas mg. I rov|nce_ We regret to say that we can no longer jn jjjis manner is i strong argument in its favor. 
Our grain is good, as a rule, superior to that grown claim thia superiority for our Fife Wheat. If Were Jt ungucceggful it wouldbesoon discontinued, 
south of our borders ; our wheat, oats and barley 8ome remedy is “Revised ^ that The January thaw and the final thaw, gencraUy
are plumper and heavier; m corn only is t e yie I ^year #ur pagt reputati0n will be borne accompanied by soft rains, are greatly in favor of

of their fields greater than that o our s.. I by more successful competitors in the race for pro- tbe young, tender plants.
had entertained the opinion that Ontario stands | ducing a superior brand of strong spring wheat in the home country we generally sowed our
alone in thv Dominion in this pre-eminence, the re I flour. grass seeds in spring, the latter part of March,
noits we receive from time to time of the quality I “Whether from climatic or other causes, the 1 . ... .poixs we receive I n.L „„ vife Wheat crown last year in the northern por throughout April, or early in May. We always
and yield of gram in the other prov , I 0£ eounty is superior, for the first time, I sowed it when the soil was fresh and mellow. We
deceived us. We did not expect to mee wi suc | ^ that grown in the south. We would urge our I sometimes sowed early in autumn, when laying
returns from the maritime provinces as we have farmers not to grow Club Wheat and_wou ^ down w;th a rape crop. But the climates of the
wt«1v met with As we read of the severe winter I ly recommend its disuse whenever practicable. .lately met witn. ns we r y «roDortion grown is small, it is true, but has two countries are so different that m this matter
in the countries lying m or con igu i + I increased largely during the past two years ; but I we muat not take their practice as our guide.
of St. Lawrence, we little t oug a eir w ea I gven a small percentage mixed with Fife in giin - I q'bere climate is damp—even their summer is 
and oats (and they nut of any improved varieties) iBg depreciates the character of the flour, and de- so here w(j haye to d against the greater
would weigh respectively C4*lbs. and 45Ibs. ; yet so I ters purchasers, even at reduced prices. In some ,, , ... , ,. ,, . ,would weign lespen y 3 portions of the country, dealers, last autumn, ad- heat and drought. Notwithstanding this general
11 ”• , ,,, , ,...... „• p.i vertised in the Toronto dailies that this grade of drought, the probabilities are in favor of grassI„ our exchanges of Charlottetown, Prince Ed- be bought at a reducTon of hve geedg6g0W11 not later than the tirst week in May.
ward Island (the Examiner and the Patriot) we . bushel from the price of Fife Wheat. Even .. ,have the list of prizes at the Grain Show for Ttffis reductio""ntil tV markets of the United The ground must be in good condit on, fine and 
Oueen’s Gounty, on March 12th, from which we States (where color is in more estimation than meUow, and while it is fresh, immediately after the 
<*aee „ . , . I strength) are thrown open to our flour, few of our I harrowing in of the gram crop, sow the grass seeds,
make the fo owing ex 1 ac . I millers desire to purchase it if it could be avoided. covgrjng lightly by harrowing with a bush-

Wheat.—Best two bushels, 64-, ; 2nd best do, “Millers on the shore of Lake Ontario dis- ° J f ... , ,, ...64*; 3rd best do, 64*. covered^ fall that flour produced from wheat harrow and then rolling. It is of the greatest im-
Oats.—Best two bushels (black), 45 tbs. per grown in the Western States had displaced theirs portance to sow seed when the ground is fresh, 

bush. ; 2nd best do do, 44* lbs. ; 3rd best do do, 44 I fn the Montreal market, excelling it not only in 8tdi damp from the previous tilling. This moisture 
tbs. Beet two bushels N orway, 40 lbs. Best two I color, as it had always done, but also in strengt , I -g ^bg „reatest help to the germination of the seed, 
bushels white, 46* lbs. ; 2nd best dodo, 45 lbs. which it had never previously done. Not being

Barley -Best two bushels two-rowed, 56* lbs.; practical agriculturists we are not prepared to ad-
2nd best do do, 54* lbs. Best two bushels four- vance opinions as to what causes have produced the rich,
rowed 53* lbs. ; 2nd best do do, 52* lbs. results referred to, and only now state them in the | enshed soil,
rowed, Odj > ’ hope that, if possible, the subject may be taken up

The prize gram was sold at auction. and a remedy applied. It may be that our Fife
Wheat.-83 per bush. Wheat is deL-erating in quality, and that the cause the gram crop to be lighter
Oats -$2.30 to $2.75 for black ; $1 for Norway ; seed should be changed more frequently. Whether trary, their shading the ground will have the effect

$1.10 to $1 .20 for white oats of first prize; $1.10 this is correct or not, the fact remains that the 0f keeping the ground moister than it would be
for 2nd prize. wheat grown in 1874 does not possess the quality I 0^herwise, and by this means the grain crop will be

Barley.—Two-rowed, $*; Four-rowed, $1.10 to of former years. I less affected by the drought, and the kernels will
$1-25. I The Messrs. Gibbs, though not “ practical agri- I be piulnper and better filled, and there will be a

Good prices for seed not ef improved varieties ! cuituriets,” have arrived at the conclusion that heavier yield 
The islanders know that only from good seed can prttCtical agriculturists have, we may say without Graggeg do better sowed with barley than oats ;
they hope to produce large yields and of good eIception, come to. The flour made from Fife barley doeg not lodge ao much) g0 the young planta
qualities. —S. | Wheat was for many years of the highest quality, ^ u(d gQ apt to be gmothered, and barley is the

and, in part, at least, from the superior quality of I |eag^ scoutging 0f all the cereals, 
this variety, Canadian flour obtained and held a 

Our intelligent farmers do not require to be told I bigli reputation. This wheat maintained its char- 
that grain sown continuously in the same locality, auter for a long time, but that time has passed What Preparation Shall We Make for

Winter Food for Our Stock?

The soil should not only be moist, it should be 
Grass seeds cannot do well in an iinpov-

The young grasses and clover plants will not
On the con-

—S.
Change of Seed.

or in similar soil, degenerates after a short time, I awny, and the wheat from the Western States, 
and that we must change our seed in order to have hitherto inferior to that of Canada, is now a corn- 
good produce, and that of a good quality. Even I petit0r with her in her own markets. 
if we could, without a change of seed, have » time for us te ask why this change?
heavy crop, still to have that crop of a superior I rpbe eatimated average of wheat per acre is low. I cision, and now, on the eve of May, there is no 
quality, the change of seed is necessary. We need I ^ jg jven by the Bureau of Agriculture, 18* I longer time for hesitation. We have learned that 
not enquire why this is. Experience assures us of bughela for fall wheat, and 16* for spring wheat, to bring our stock well through the winter, we 
the fact. However, sometimes we have to be re- ensure a higher yield and to regain the reputa- I must have not only a sufficient supply of dry fod- 
minded frequently of the existence of the plainest Gon oul. wfieat had borne, nothing is more ah- I der, but it is necessary to have a store of 
facts. Home other things absorb our attention, and I BOiutely necessary than selecting the very best I culent food provided for the long, hard months 
the additional trouble and expense to be incurred I aeed to be procured. —S. I when cattle are dependent for their whole support
we sometimes plead to ourselves as a sufficient I _________ _ M ,__________ I on the farmer’s provident care. For young, grow-
apology for not doing what we know to be for our Sowing Grass Seeds in May. I ing stock roots arc as valuable as for milch cows or
ultimate profit. ___ I stock preparing for the shambles. And not only

We have noticed in one of our exchanges a letter uevly to inquirer. for our horned stock is it necessary to have roots for
from the well known and extensive millers, Messrs ^ ^ j g()W g geedg g0 as best to obtain I the winter. We need them for all the stock of the

a good growth and have a good pasture ? Will May I farm. Sheep require roots in winter; they form a 
b(Ttoo late for sowing the seed ? May I expect a valuable addition to the feed of our horses, good 
good re* urn from barley or oats sown m that f their condition and health. And they add no

»< ‘—s - *-*•• "■»
or otherwise ? Inquirer.

TheThis question is a very important one.
must depend somewhat on locality, but it is 

on which the farmer must come to some de
ls it not answer

one

more suc-

Gibbs, of Oshawa, a good authority on the quality 
of wheat, from which we take the following ex
tracts :—

“ We desire to avail ourselves of your columns 
for the purpose of calling the attention ef the 
farmers and agricultural societies of this and ad
joining counties to the consideration of some facts, 
which, as millers and produce dealers, have come 
uuder our observation since last harvest, and which 
we deem of sufficient importance to place before 
them.

“It is well known flour manufaotured from Fife 
Wheat, grown in this county, has for years past 
obtained a reputation for its strength if not for its 
color, and where this grade of flour is in demand, 
it has been ea 
prices. This 
our millers to pay the highest prises in the Pro-

the piggery.
What preparation, then, shall we make for win

ter food for our stock ? 
raise ? The great root crop—in many instances the 
only one—that wo have raised for our stock is tur
nips, though we have not raised them as much as 
we ought.
plant of recent introduction, 
much to do in clearing our farms, in bringing them 
into cultivation, and in growing such crops 
would bring immediate and certain returns, to be

I11 sowing grasses, as in other farming pursuits, 
we must bo guided greatly by experience, 
true, even experience may inculcate lessons that 
will sometimes mislead us, and many professing to 
be guided by experience differ very much from one 
another in many Operations of the farm, 
quirer” need not be reminded that the grasses 

generally sown in this country in the fall; Sep
tember or October is preferred, 
ground is mellow and fresh, the seed sown is likely

What roots shall weTis

With us it has been comparatively a 
We have had too

“In-

aregerly sought after at relatively high 
has enabled our farmers to realize and

asWhen the
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hundred and twenty bags at ninety cents to 
one dollar per bag pay as very few crops on the 
farm do.

A potato crop, as well as any other root crop, is 
a good preparation for a grain crop, to be followed 
by clover and grass seeds. This is a gain not to be 
overlooked in considering the profits of root crops. 
By their aid we are able in a great measure to dis
pense with the naked summer fallow, keeping 
ground, meanwhile, clean and in good tilth. —S.

one

our

Crop Returns for the Year 1874.
We are enabled now, in our May number, to re

view the Annual Report of the Commissioner of 
Agriculture for the year 1874, having received it 
only in April. The Report says :

“ The average of fall wheat was considerably 
nder that of last year, owing not so much to the 
rought as to the absence of snow and the unusually 

severe frosts in the spring. Large breadths of land 
sown to wheat were plowed up, and devoted to 
spring grain. In many places where the crop 
alloweu to stand, patches of fields could be seen in 
which the grain almost died out, and was succeeded 
by weeds, and in this way the yield of fall wheat 
became seriously injured. It is noteworthy that 
the drier, and consequently higher portions of fields 
escaped injury more or less from spring frosts, 
while in the lower portions, where the soil was 
generally deeper and wetter, the crop was greatly 
injured, and, in not a few instances, absolutely de
stroyed. The facts clearly indicate the necessity 
and advantages of underdraining, which secures 
warmer and more uniform temperature of the soil, 
and in a great measure averts the disastrous effeets 
of the frost in throwing it out.”

The returns that we published some months since 
in the Advocate, compiled mainly from the Report 
of the Harvest of the G. T. R. officials, 
full and embraced such an extent of country, that 
it is unnecessary now to give another full report. 
Hence we will give a brief synopsis, with very few 
remarks.

Of fall wheat there are 43 returns. The average 
is 18$ bushels, being an average of 3$ bushels less 
than in 1873; f bushel greater than in 1872.

Spring wheat, 10 J bushels, being 1 bushel greater 
than that of 1873; 24 less than 1872.

Oats, 38$ bushels, less by 1$ bushels than in 
1873; greater by 5$ than in 1872.

Barley, 304 bushels; greater by 24 bushels than 
in 1873; greater by 24 bushels than in 1872.

Rye averaged 174 bushels.
Peas, 24$ bushels.
The highest return of fall wheat is from West 

Hastings, averaging for the Division 30 bushels ; 
there are two returns of 22 bushels from East 
Hastings and East Elgin —there are 17 returns of 20 
bushels; 12 returns less than 20, but not less than 
15; the other returns are some under 15, 
average stated.

How the average returns are affected by the light 
yield of some crops of inferior farms, may be 
in many cases, as, for instance, in South Huron. 
Some time ago we had, sent to us by the Secretary 
of that Agricultural Society, a report prepared by 
him with considerable care. In it it is stated— 
“ where fall wheat was not winter-killed, it was an 
excellent crop, both as to quantity and quality. 
Instances were not unusual of a yield of from 35 
to 40 bushels to the acre ; but winter-killing is a 
great drawback, and, to all appearance, ia likely to 
continue, and perhaps get worse, ow^pguno doubt, 
to the fact of the country being too much divested 

I of timber.” Now, in the Annual Repbtt, the re- 
i turn for 8. Huron is thus given : “ hall wheat, 16 

bushels.”
ROOT CROPS.

Potatoes—Generally a light crop, owing in a 
great measure to the great drought of the season. 
There are 11 returns of an average under 100 bush, 
per acre; 17 returns of 100 and over, but under 
150; 9 returns of from 150 to 200.

1 Turnips—19 returns under 500 bushels; from 500 
to 700 there are 7 returns.

Mangolds—9 returns under 500 bushels. Of the 
returns over 500 there is one average of 1000.

was

was so

some no

seen

Is there a Profit from the Potato 
Crop?

This is a question still unanswered, if we are to 
judge from the frequency of its repetition and the 
contradictory replies given. We would otherwise 
think there could exist no difference of opinion on 
the subject. The fact is that the potato crop is a 
very remunerative one, if properly planted and 
attended to. (In considering the subject we do not 
take into account the seasons, fortunately very rare 
with us, when potatoes are affected with the dis
ease.) The potato crop is attended with loss to 
the grower if it be a very light one, but from ex
perience of many years in potato culture, we have 
no doubt the farmer has it in his own hands to 
grow a large, profitable crop. From some of our 
correspondents we have reports of very large yields 
of potatoes that they have raised, and we know 
that such crops can be and have been raised.

The past season the crop has generally been 
much lighter than usual. The drought, and, in 
some instances, the potato beetle, have prevented 
as good a produce as we generally have. Such is 
the general complaint. In no less than thirteen 
electoral districts the Report of the Commissioner 
of Agriculture for Ontario gives returns under one 
hundred bushels. With such a poor yield we 
would be inclined to say—-Why attempt farming at 
all if such is to be the return ? Such yields—such 
farming cannot pay. It must be a losing business. 
But much better can be accomplished. It is not, 
we believe, impossible to raise four times the yield 
here given.

From the Riding of North Wellington we have 
the return of an average of two hundred bushels ; 
from two divisions—E. Middlesex and S. Huron 
the average returns of one hundred and eighty 
bushels each. Where there is an average of two 
hundred, there must be, doubtless, individual re
turns of far higher yields, as the low returns from 
some portions reduces the average proportionably. 
Though a higher average than the highest given is 
attainable, still two hundred bushels is a good re
turn, and were other divisions to make similar re
turns, we would have few complaining that potato 
culture does not pay.

In the report of the potato crops raised in com
petition for the prizes offered by Messrs. Bliss, the 
returns are very large, especially of the produce 
from one pound. Of Early Vermont 1 lb. pro
duced 708 lbs. ; of Compton’s .Surprise, I lb. pro
duced 900 lbs. ; of Brownell’s Beauty, I lb. pro
duced 1018 lbs.

In competing for the prize offered for the largest 
produce of Early Vermont, Compton’s Surprise and 
Brownell’s Beauty, on a quarter acre of ground, 
the largest yields were respectively 4 Hi, 490, and 
593 bushels per acre. We note that the manure 
used was, in most instances, well rotted farm-yard 
manure, and afterward, at the time of cultivation, 
a fertilizer composed of ashes, soot, salt and sul
phur. In preparing for the crop, the ground, 
where not new, was plowed deep, in some instances 
eight or ten inches, and in one case twelve inches 
in depth.

In considering this question—Is there a profit ? 
—our reply in the affirmative is based not so much 
on the verÿ high prices of potatoes this season, as 
on the produce the farmer can raise from a- given 
area of ground. A large yield of potatoes must 
pay well, even if fed to stock. This the writer 
can say from his own experience, having fed farm 
stock largely on potatoes, and proved that there is 
a good profit in feeding them to pigs, horses and 
horned stock. For cows giving milk in winter

The prices for whichthey are an excellent food, 
they have been sold these few years leave a goo 
profit to the grower, and even a medium crop at 
medium price will do so ; while better crops—sa

«
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trying what might seem to some uncertain specula
tions in agriculture. The land was still in good 
heart, and the improvements in agriculture did not 
present themselves to us as so absolutely necessary 
as we have since found them to be. There was, 
besides, another objection to our going to any great 
expense in stock feeding—it did not 1 pay. Beef 
and mutton were sold at 3 to 5 cents per pound, 
butter at 10 to 12 cents. This is no longer the 
case; we have now better markets and higher pri- 

and our stock is paying for all the care be.
We have learned the value of

ces,
stowed on it.
root crops.

Shall we continue to raise the turnip as the main 
staple of our root crops ? We have raised it al
most exclusively, and shall we continue to raise it 
as we have done ? There can be no question as to 
its great value. We know' of no other root that 
yields so much good meat-producing return for our 
labor.
on the farm. In England it has been the means by 
which agriculture has been brought to its present 
state of excellence; and farming has largely pro
fited by it even in the New World. But we find 
it a very uncertain crop. In growing it we have 
many obstacles to contend against. At the time of 
sowing there may be a drought that will retard, if 
not altogether prevent the germination of the seed! 
if it escape this danger, the tender leaf is liable to 
be destroyed by the fly ; if it escapes the first 
dreaded drought and the fly, still a later drought 
may prevent the crop being more than a very light 
one. Of this we had experience the past season. 
In the crop returns for Ontario, in the Report of 
the Commissioner of Agriculture, the highest re
turn given is one of 700 bushels, W'hilc a large pro
portionable number are under 500, some under 200. 
The report, not a solitary one—“turnips in most 
places almost a failure, owing to drought and in
sects ’’—tells us of the uncertainty of the turnip 
crop. Still we cannot dispense with it, with all its 
uncertainty. There is no other root to take its 
place in every respect. Our substitute for the tur
nip must be a partial one.

It has been fed profitably to all the stock

Mangolds and Kohl Rabi are both valuable crops 
for winter feed—both heavy producers and long 
keepers. Of the growth and use of the mangold, 
we have had many years’ experience. It is not 
equal to the turnip for fattening, but for dairy 
cows it is better, producing a greater yield of milk 
and not communicating to it an unpleasant flavor. 
With grain added, it is a good food for growing or 
fattening hogs. Much of its utility for feeding is 
owing to its saccharine properties, in which it is 
very rich. We have never found it to be as liable 
to fail as the turnip, and if there be blank patches 
in the drills, they can be filled by transplanting 
from spots where the plants may be too thick. 
Mangolds and beets bear transplanting very well. 
The returns of the yield of mangolds in the Agri
cultural Reports are much more favorable than 
those of the turnip crop. One electoral division 
(S. Grey) reports an average of “ 1000 bushels, 
quality very good,” and many others report good 
crops. Would it not be well, taking all things in
to consideration, to sow less turnips and more man
golds '!

Carrots should also be grown, at least in small 
quantities, as part of our farm crops. For horses, 
especially, they are excellent food in small quanti
ties; and they are not only good food, they also 
serve to keep in good health the horses, of whose 
food they form a part. They are not a substitute 
for oats, but when carrots are fed the quantity of 
oats used is less, and the horse is in better health, 
with high spirits, his coat having that glossy ap
pearance that indicates perfect health and vigor.

-S.
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Upland Cranberries.
It is not generally known that upland cranberries 

have been successfully grown on the sandy loam 
plains of Long Island for several years past. The 
only cause of failure to produce profitable crops 
has arisen from the fact that they have attempted 
to mat the vines the same as on low land. I his is 
all wrong; not because they won’t mat, but because 
they cannot be cultivated when matted. The re
sult is that in a severe drought the ground bakes, 
and the berry-worm destroys the berries on the 
same principle that lice get on cattle when they 
get poor. Cranberries on upland must be set in 
drills, three to four feet apart one way and one foot 
the other, and the ground kept clean by cultivators 
or else mulched with meadow hay, straw, or any 
other material that is handy. Cut off the runners 
the same as with strawberries, and let them thicken 
up in the drills, say a foot wide. They need no 
manure to produce the best results. Manure will 
make the vines grow rank, but will not produce so 
many berries. New land is preferable to old. 
There is no trouble to make them yield one bushel 

It has been done often here.

There are some who complain about the price 
charged. We have expended more than any other 
person in Canada to try to obtain new varieties of 
seed. Our trip to France and England, and to the 
States, cost money; we paid one agent between 
$60 and $70 to select the best oats and wheat for 
us, but even then we were compelled to condemn 

shipment as unfit for seed, it being a foul and 
dangerous mixture that neither the mill nor 
hand picking would render safe to send to yon. 
As it is, your grain has been put through three 
mills and hand picked—that is, the Emporium 

The other grain could be sent out at

Flax Cnlture—Oil Cake.
The highFlax is little grown in this country, 

price of labor and the difficulty of preparing it 
properly for the market have prevented its more 
general introduction as a crop, and taking its place 
in the rotation of the farm. Having grown it for 
many years, the writer can speak of his own 
knowledge of the profits of a flax crop, having 
found it leaving a greater net profit than almost 
any other farm crop, though the expenses are 

We see the average yield returned here 
The return of the

one
even

heavier.
is 2J tons, a very low average, 
average of any crop is necessarily low, the very 
light yield in some instances always reducing the 
better crops to a low average ; but, judging from 
past experience, we would say that a produce of 
2} tons of flax per acre is to us a surprisingly low 

Even with such a yield a crop of flax

stock.
cheaper rates. Even now, in the wheat there are 
some grains that we think foreign to it.

We have now disseminated both varieties over a 
very large extent of the Dominion,and feel confident 
that we have been doing a good service to theaverage.

will pay a good profit at $12 per ton, the price for 
which it is sold. With good tillage, a yield of not 
less than four tons can be easily raised under or-

to a square rod.
The advantages of upland cranberry culture 

1. It does not cost one-quarter as much to improve 
the land as swamp, nor to keep them clean after
wards. 2. The berries being much darker, bring

3. The vines not 
be raked instead of

country. are:

Patrons of Husbandry.
In this numVer of the Farmer’s Advocate 

give a complete list of the Granges organized since 
the date of the list we were able to give in a for
mer number.
our last number, as we had not received the re
port in time, but the list now given completes the 
roll up to the date of our writing, 
bear unmistakable testimony to the increasing 
strength of the Order. The reports from all parts 
of Ontario and Quebec are favorable and encour
aging, and in some of the other provinces farmers 
are, we learn, anxious to unite in the good work.

dinary circumstances.
But the great profit for which we would desire to 

see this crop more generally grown is not that 
realized from the price received for the fibre. It is 
the farmer’s profit from the oM cake prepared from 
the seed. Not only is oil cake the best food for 
fattening stock that is known to stock feeders; the 
richness of the manure from cattle fed partly on 
oil cake makes it more valuable and more highly 
prized than any other farm-yard manure. Flax is, 
it is true, a scourging crop, but this is more than 
compensated for by the intrinsic value of the oil 
cake as a food and as a fertilizer. It should oc-

one-quarter more per bushel, 
being matted, the berries can 
picked, thus saving certainly three-quarters in this
item. 5

The time to set is about corn-planting, although 
they will live and grow set out any time when the 
ground is not frozen. Vines can be sent by mail 
or express any distance in cool weather. ^Cran
berries are profitable because they take no manure 
and always have a sure market. A. J. H.

[The above article by a correspondent of the Ger- 
mantownTelegraph may lead some of our enterprising 
farmers to consider the policy of experimenting in 

There is nothing to prevent

we

We were not able to give a list in

The returns

cranberry culture, 
our success in it here more than in the Northern 

They that have engaged in it there have 
found it one of the most profitable branches of 
farm husbandry. Marsh cranberry culture is more 
practised than the growing of them on dry land, 
but both have proved to be very remunerative. 
The farmer who diversifies his agriculture, instead 
of confining himself to the old beaten track, has 
the best prospects of success in his profession. If 

crop give a light yield, or the prices for one or 
of his products i-f the farm be low, as will 

sometimes occur, he is not dependent on that light 
those unremunerative products, as in the

We hope good will be the result of the organiza- 
To effect this we have ere now thought it

cupy the field at intervals of not less than five 
It requires a fertile soil, well cultivated States.tion.

well to makdremarks such as we thought wonld 
lead to an examination of the subject in its differ- 

This journal has been, since first

years.
and free from weeds. Some farmers prefer sowing
it succeeding the root crop, when the soil, being in 
good tilth, fertile and clean, requires less prepara
tion for it; but it is objected to this place in the 
rotation that the fibre is not so fine as if sowed on

ent aspects.
issued, an advocate of the farmer’s interests, and 
in the pursuit of this object we have always courted 
free discussion on every point bearing upon their 
welfare; and our course has been independent, a 
character we are desirous still to maintain, 
have repeatedly pointed out the advantages that 
we expect will be derived from the organization, 
though on some minor points our opinions may 
have been different from those of others. Social 
intercourse and suggestions and plans for general 
improvement in many things and in various ways 

deem will be very beneficial. All that can be 
accomplished for a thorough agricultural education, 
and for the happiness of farmers and their families, 
should be taught and inculcated in the Grange

oat or barley stubble, fall and spring fallowed. It 
is a very good crop to sow clover and grass seeds 
with, as it does not smother their tender plants as 
other crops may sometimes do, and as the soil is so 
well prepared for the reception of the seed. The 
crop being removed from the ground early, the 
grasses have the whole autumn to have a good 
hold taken of the soil and be strong before the 
winter storms.

We one
more

crop or
past season, wheat in some instances did not pay 
the cost of its cultivation, but the farmer that had 

herd of good milch cowsa good field of barley 
did not feel so much the loss from the low prices in 
the wheat market. We would wish to see the cul
ture of the cranberry introduced into different parts 
of the country—on a small scale at first, 
shrub is indigenous to the country, so both soil and 
climate are favorable to its growth. Canadian 
farmers who have already made a trial of them 
have found them a profitable crop, though the last 

the yield has been light owing to the more 
than ordinary drought.—S.]

or a

We see, then, that the profit of the crop itself is 
to be calculated from three items, to wit, the 
fibre, the oil prepared from the seed, and the oil 
cake—the refuse of the Max seed after the oil has 
been expressed.

we

The

room.
We deem the best way to do good to our Order 

and to the country is to report the plans and de
signs of the Order, as well as essays read in the 
Grange room or Agricultural Club, 
ways have space in our columns for such essays or 
debates as are really of general good, but we do 
not wish to publish or copy addresses, essays or 
doings of Granges which have been furnished to 
the general political journals of the country.

The Patrons of Husbandry in this neighborhood 
(we believe of this Division) are to celebrate the 
anniversary of the organization of the Dominion 
Order by holding a picnic at Port Stanley, 
particular details we have not yet learned. Other 
picnics will beheld, but we cannot give the dates.

—S.

New Seeds.
The principal cereals that we have disseminated 

this year have been the Red Fern or Golden 
Wheat and the Australian Oats. We call them 
both Emporium grain, as the Emporium is the 
establishment through which they are introduced 
to the public. The same wheat may be found in 
some other parts of Canada or the States, but as 
yet wc cannot find any that know about it. 
never, to our recollection, remember seeing any of 
the same kind.

One great reason why we should give these cereals 
a name was because neither the oats nor the wheat 
were found clean enough or pure enough to send 
out as seed, and neither had any name by which 
they were known. It is possible and probable that 
the oats may not be a new variety, as they appear 
something like the Poland oats; should they prove to 
be of that variety, the very change of seed from 
that country to this would most probably make a 
marked difference in the yield and quality.

seasonWe shall al

The Silver-Hulled Buckwheat
We introduced this buckwheat a few years ago, 

but as we do not raise buckwheat ourselves, we 
got entirely out of a supply for last season. En
quiries have been coming in for it, and repoits of 

From these reports we find that this 
buckwheat is preferred by those who have it for 
the following reasons : It has yielded better, has 
stood the drouth better, is much cleaner, and 
makes a better flour.

results also.We

The

“Horticulture is oneDaniel Webster says: 
pursuit of natural sc:enee in which all sexes and 
degrees of education and refinement may unite. 
Nothing is too polished to see the beauty of flowers. 
Nothing is too rough to be capable of enjoying them. 
It attracts, delights all. It seems to be a common 
field, where every degree of taste and refinement 
may unite and find opportunities for their giati
cation. ”

To Subscribers.
Received, during April, a letter from Belleville, 

with money in it, but no name and unregistered. 
Who is the subscriber ? Please state date of post
ing and any other circumstances to point to 
identity.
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Quack or !

Sir,—Having been a 
agricultural journal for 
watched with interest tl 
in ihe Advocate, com! 
they should) from pr: 
know exactly what the;

Among these commi 
some bearing on the 
Scutch Grass, one of tl 
worst pests the farmers 

it is extending in all 
a boon to the farming c 
medy for its destructioi

The plan I have tried
If the piece of land ; 

be meadow, it is all rig 
it to keep all cattle off, 
About the 10th of June 
good plow and man w 
work; plow from five 
great object being to br 
the sod. Let it lie one 
good iron harrow, and l 
week, always on a dry 
of July put in the plow 
and pull, don’t give up. 
days. Plow again ab< 
ridge up for fall wheat, 
live root of Quack, il 
done.

The whole mystery i: 
undisturbed until the n 
mer fallow well, 
stubble land by summei 
succeeded.

Perth, Lanark Go., 1
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ON THE CULTl
I will here offer my i 

the vine from the fall ] 
tion of two-year old w< 
earth till spring. The 
bed prepared in a good 
6 inches apart, with ro 
small hoe between; pis 
the eye level with the 
play upon it until 11 o 
wards. Transplant i 
April, or place them w 
from 5 to 7 feet apart, 
apart ; if there are s< 
the ground. Tie to a 
shade at noonday till 
sure of growth remove

One bud only should 
cutting the first year; 
shoots, tie them to a s 
should be on a rise of 
north, well drained, a 
of broken bricks and 
mais of any descriptic 
the grape. The bro 
be placed in a trench < 
them free from weeds.

In the beginning of 
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straw answers splencG
leaves are superior, a 
the winter and make 
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on a trellis or frame, 
12 inches. On eacl 
each eye, and as soon 
enough, tie it and cut 
summer allow no moi 
each branch, cutting 
buds (not counting tl 
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before.

In the third year 
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In the fourth year 
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weod branches as l
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5 I do not think it of much value for milk untilPrize Essay on the Destruction of 

Quack or Scutch Grass.
Sir,—Having been a regular subscriber to some 

agricultural journal for the past ten years, I have 
watched with interest the different communications 
in ihe Advocate, coming (as we always expect 
they should) from practical farmers, men who 
know exactly what they write about.

Among these communications I have noticed 
bearing on the eradication of Quack or 

Scutch Grass, one of the worst, if not the very 
worst pests the farmers have to contend with; and 

it is extending in all directions, would it not be 
a boon to the farming community to publish a re
medy for its destruction.

The plan I hare tried and succeeded in is this :
If the piece of land you wish to experiment on 

be meadow, it is all right ; if it be pasture, fence 
it to keep all cattle off, so that the grass will grow. 
About the 10th of June put in the team, with a 
good plow and man who knows how to do his 
work; plow from five to eight inches deep, the 
great object being to bring all the roots over with 
the sod. Let it lie one week; then harrow with a 
good iron harrow, and repeat the harrowing 
week, always on a dry day. Then, about the 20th 
of July put in the plow again, and if it does drag 
and pull, don’t give up. Harrow as before on dry 
days. Plow again about the 26th of August, or 
ridge up for fall wheat, and you will not have a 
live root of Quack, if the work has been well 
done.

The whole mystery is in letting the grass grow 
undisturbed until the middle of J une ; then sum
mer fallow well. I have tried to kill Quack on 
stubble land by summer fallowing, but have never 
succeeded. T. Doyle.

Perth, Lanark Go., April 4th, ’75.

shoots to six or seven eyes high. Allow no more ,, , „ .
shoots to grow than can be laid on the trellis clear it gets its growth, or the tassel be full out. Stiff 
and handsome. The trellis should face the west, it » a comfortable thing to see cows filling them- 
slanting, if convenient, or facing the south, accord- selves with something when pastures are dried up, 

° ° 1 and I think there is no doubt value enough in it to
pay costs of production. Whatever plan is taken 

If you want to hasten their maturity and size, to harvest, it should be cut before frost, and, if the 
the following course may be pursued : About the weather is not very favorable, partly dried before 
1st of July you will see your fruit just formed ; shocked. It should be bound and set in 
select the highest fruit branches, and perform the ]arge shocks, and then kept on end. A goodp 
following on the two-year old’s of the same bran- effect this, is to loose the band after the corn has 
ches, viz., take a pruning knife and pass it around dried partly, and puff tighter. In this condition I 
the bark in a place free from knots, reaching the jeft mine in the field through the winter; taking 
sap of the wood, and within a quarter of an inch it a8 wanted, and from four acres which 
pass another parallel with the first, dividing the \ had when winter commenced I fed 25 
section of the bark by a perpendicular cut ; then head of cattle with a very liberal supply 
peel off the bark, taking care not to go below the every day tiff Spring, and thought it excellent feed, 
wood branches. I find this to be a great advan- The Ohio dent is no doubt the best for a heavy 
tage, for the very reason that the sap is not pre- cr0j, 0f stalks. But an equally valuable crop may 
vented from rising and feeding the fruit, but is he raised with the Canadian common corn if the 
prevented from descending. This process will do land U rich, by having a stalk at every 6 or 8 
no harm. Those branches must be cut ofl to give inches, and let it stand until the grain is glared, 
place to the other branches prepared for the sue- cut and shocked before frost. It will be seen iiy the 
ceeding year. above that deep plowing was not part of the cultiva-

Do not forget faff pruning. By the above pro- tion If land is naturally light and porous, I 
you will have grapes to supply yourself, friends would prefer to make it rich and clean on the sur- 
pplicants from the 1st of September to the face, leaving it as compact as possible on the bot- 
f the season (the ones not girdled will ripen I t0™- F- Maloolm,
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‘ÂElic ^orsc.
Prize Essay. Carrots for Horses.

Towards the spring, when horses have been many 
months highly fed on corn, carrots arc extremely 
serviceable, indeed necessary. During winter they 

Sir:—As the time is drawing near when farmers I should be used sparingly. They used to be given 
will begin to think what course to pursue in order I raCe horses in far greater quantities than they 
to secure a supply of food in case we should have are n0Wj having formerly had the character of be- 
another dry season, I will give an account of a ;ng g00d for the wind ; but perhaps the only merit 
crop I raised in 1873, which I consider was a com- I they can claim in this respect is, that they keep 
ilete success. The previous year the land (a sandy I the body properly cool and open, by which they 
oam) had been plowed from sod and sowed with peas. | conduce greatly to health and condition, and con- 
After the peas came off, it was gang-plowed and seqUently to cleanliness of wind. About the same 
harrowed; the same again late in the fall. (The thing may be said of their claims to produce a line 
implement is a gang of four plows, and we worked it coat; but whatever conduces to health does so, and 
at an average of four inches deep.) In the spring consequently carrots do.
it was gang-plowed again and harrowed, and the (jarrots should be given in pretty long slices, 
greater part treated with manure at the rate o - are sometimes given cut crossways ; this is
or 15 loads per acre. It was then gang-p owe reaj|y dangerous, as horses are extremely fond of 
again and harrowed, Ihe held of six acres now thenf and°if at aff greedy, would be pretty apt 
presented a very fine appearance on the sur ace. bolt pieces of them whole, which would be likely 
On the first of June, I marked it into ru 8> à îï to cause some .of them to stick in the throat.
3 inches deep, and 40 inches apart (t iree ee lnlS , When first given they are slightly diuretic and 
do as well if the land is free from this es), souci iaxat)ve, but as the horse bee lines accustomed to 
the seed by hand, trying to average abou one ^ these effects are not produced. To sick and 
grain to the inch. To cover rapidly, take out 1 
the front plow from a horse-hoe, and turn the side
wings so as to turn the ear h inwardly then drive , ^ organs. In combination with oats, they re- 
the horse on the corn. Ihe seed should e rici I atory worn-out horses much sooner than oats alone, 
a week or two before sowing to see n it is goo< , as They should be fed raw, in which state the horse 
no grain is more easily injured in its vitality than V them.
corn. This may be done by puttimg some in . ...... . ... .
moist earth and keeping it warm for a few days. . Some persons give carrots with the grain think- 
On the 17th of June I commenced cultivating (it mg it tempts the horses to eat their oats li of deli- 
was then four inches high), I turned the hinder wings cate appetite ; so they might if perfectly minced, 
of the cultivator almost straight back, so as not to otherwise they will pick them out, and the man 
turn a furrow, and then gave my whole attention to may eat the oats if he pleases ; for depend on it 
the row at my right hand, running the tooth of the the horse would not; but if we were to make minced 
cultivator very close to the corn, just so as not to feed of them we would still consider it a very ba.1 
mot it un- went back between the same rows, plan to give them with oa s, for, should the horse 
giving my attention of course to the other row, get accustomed to such a mixture, he would after- 
and every thistle I could not destroy with the cul- wards refuse his oats without it. lor this reason 
tivator I puffed with my fingers. By the time the carrots should be given as separate food ; and, if 
com was two feet high, it hid been gone over this bought at a proper season of the year, by the ton, 
wav three times. The last time it was gone in the country, they are by no means an expensive 
through it was so rank and tall, I had to use a very one-though they become extremely so in the city 
short whirtietree to keep from breaking it down, when a hostler can persuade his employer that 
This time the earth was thrown to the coma little, they are necessary for hiei horses, buys them by the 
ami only one passage made between rows. If any bunch, consumes two of those himself, and if lie 
one has a piece of good land, over-run with thistles, is delicate as to conscience, gives the third to Ins 
let them try this plan and it will pay them, sup- horse; if not, they of course all go the same way. 
nose the crop fail entirely. But be thoughtful, Carrots, ,f kept a dry place in sand, will keep a 
never let their heads be long above ground. The long tune, or they will keep out of doors if covered 
reason they do not like this treatment is because | with straw and then banked up with earth, 
they must have a top as well as a root in order to 
lice.
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SOWED CORN.

Prize Essay.
By J. IT. St. John.

ON THE CULTURE OF THE GRAPE.
I will here offer my method. Secure cuttings of 

the vine from the faff pruning, with a small por
tion of two-year old wood thereon, and preserve in 
earth till spring. They may be raised in a nursery 
bed prepared in a good, light soil; set in the ground 

part, with rows wide enough to pass a 
between; planted 2J inches deep, with 

the eye level with the ground, the sun allowed to 
play upon it until 11 o’clock, a. m., and not after
wards. Transplant in the middle of the next 
April, or place them where they are to be reared, 
from 5 to 7 feet apart, three in each place, 6 inches 
apart ; if there are several eyes, plant sloping in 
the ground. Tie to a small stake to keep firm, and 
shade at noonday till they shoot out, and when 
sure of growth remove the weaker ones.

One bud only should be allowed to grow from the 
cutting the first year; when strong enough to grow 
shoots, tie them to a stake. The place selected 
should be on a rise of ground, well shaded on the 
north, well drained, and should have any amount 
of broken bricks and bones as manure. Dead ani
mals of an
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idle horses they render corn unnecessary. They 
are beneficial in aff chronic diseases of the respira-

y description are of superior service to 
the grape. The broken bricks and bones should 
be placed in a trench directly under the vines; keep 
them free from weeds.

In the beginning of November cut down to two 
eyes, and in a fortnight, if dry, cover them. Pea 
straw answers splendidly for a covering, but forest 
leaves are superior, as they keep the .vines well in 
the winter and make manure in the spring. Un
cover them in the middle of April, erecting them 

trellis or frame, and tying them every 10 or 
On each branch allow a shoot from

-at. on a
12 inches.
each eye, and as soon as the strongest one k long 
enough, tie it and cut off the other. During the 

allow no more than four or five buds on 
each branch, cutting them in the fall down to two 
buds (not counting the one between the old and 
new woods). Lay down the trellis and cover as 
before.
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In the third year allow both eyes to produce 
shoots, subbing the one in the crotch out. In No
vember cut the branches as follows : cut the most 
feeble of the two to two buds for wood branches 
the succeeding year, the other to three buds for 
fruit, and cover as before.

In the fourth year raise your grapes. The num
ber and length of your fruit branches will depend 
on the strength of your vine. Never allow more 
than five good eyes on a fruit branch ; keep the 
weod branches as low as possible, cutting the
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Lincoln County

cultivated in order to keep them healthy and in a 
good bearing condition. It will do to sow to clover 
and pasture hogs on it, but it never does well to 
seed an orchard to timothy and make a meadow of 
it; almost as well cut the; trees down at once. 
Neither is it good practice to sow an orchard in 
small grain, such as wheat or oats, especially when 
it is first planted. An orchard, when first Planted 
out, should be cultivated well every year until the 
trees are large and bear eight or ten bushels to the 
tree, and then it might be sown to clover for hog 
pasture; and let it be in clover only two or three 
years, until it is again broken up and cultivated as 
long as it had lain in clover before re-sov mg.

I do not approve of heavy pruning in this 
try but sufficient to keep the top in proper bal
ance, and surplus cross and scraggy timber removed, 
and all water sprouts; and the best time to prune 
has been a disputed point that never has been fully 
settled, that I know of. But each one has his own 
theory. According to my experience of over thirty 
years, the worst time to prune is just as the buds 
are bursting forth into leaf, and the sap m its 
strongest upper flow, and this is about the time that 
most people prune their orchards. Much better 
prune in the fall, when frost has seared the leaf 
and the fruit is all gathered. But the best time to 
prune an orchard is from the middle to the last of 
June. Limbs cut off at that time of year 
heal over. Water sprouts taken off then come out 
much fewer next year, and if continued, will, m a 
few years, not come out at all. Orchards are fre
quently badly damaged by the borer while the 
trees are vonng and the bark tender. A good pre- 
ventative'is to scatter unleached ashes or refuse 
lime around the body of the tree once every two 
years at least. There is no remedy, when they 
once get in the tree, but to dig them out with a 
sharp-pointed knife. But the lime and ashes 1 
have found a good preventative.—Cor. Prairie 
Farmer.

place In the barn-cellar a large cemented vat has 
been made at the side of the earth-closet which 
will hold from a cord and a half to two cords. The 
chamber-water and all the offal of every kind from 
the house, together with all the coal ashes from the 
cooking-range, and also the ashes from the furnace, 
after they have been used in the earth closet, are 
thrown into the compost heap in thfe vat. 
ashes from the cooking-range have more or less 
wood ashes which comes from the kindlings that 

used every morning; but the fire in the furnace 
is usually kindled but once during the season.— 
This compost heap is pitched over once or twice 
every summer, spread upon the soil, and dug in. 
In this way the ground, which is covered with four 
rows of fruit trees, and with currant and raspberry 
bushes between the trees and between the rows, 
has been raised several inches, so that the dwart 
pear trees have become standards, the pear stocks 
having thrown out roots. The intelligent gardener 
who has dug over this ground almost from the be
ginning, says that this lot, from being tough and 
hard, is now one of the mellowest and richest 
pieces of ground lie knows of in the city. And 1 
am confident that the coal ashes, which has 
stituted so large a portion of the annual dressing 
that has been used, have been of the greatest ser
vice, in not only lightening, but also in improving 
in all respects the character of the soil.—hx.

CMtti, (Marti anti £m$t.
. The Kidney Bean.b .

li lt is said that we are indebted to Alexander the 
Great for the introduction of this bean into Europe, 
for while marching on his victorious route in India 
his eyes fell upon a field of these plants. They 
appeared to him very inviting, and, finding them 
eood for food] recommended them to his country
men

! .
!'
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In ancient Greece and Italy this vegetable found 
a distinguished place at the tables of the wealthy.
In the former country they were served in their 
green state, together with figs and other side 
dishes. The Romans preserved them with vinegar 
and garum (a kind of lorime), and they were 
handed round at the beginning of a feast to excite 
the appetite of the guests. Pliny, in the seventh 
chapter of his eighteenth book, mentions these 
beans, and says those of Sesama and Iris are red, 
resembling blood. Ho also, in his twelfth chapter 
of the same book, called them Phaseli, and says 
the pod is to be eaten with the seed. It is pro
bable that these beans were first introduced into 
this country from the Netherlands, about the year 
1509, when gardening first began to be attended to 
in England, the white Dutch kidney bean having 
been the earliest sort known in this kingdom. The 
old French name for this vegetable was Feves do 
Rome, which evidently proves that they were intro
duced into that country from Italy ; and about the 
time of Queen Elizabeth we find it called the Ro
man Bean. Gerard gives it also the name of 
Spersge Bean, and says it is called Faselles, or 
long peason. He mentions that a considerable va
riety was cultivated in England in his time, and 
says : “The fruit and pods of kidney bean boiled 
together before they be ripe, and so eaten, are ex
ceedingly delicate meat.” This medical herbalist 
adds, “they are gently laxative, and engender 
good blood.” ,

Kidney beans are amongst the most valuable ot 
culinary vegetables, yielding a large return crop, 
and continuing in use during the whole summer. 
The ripe seeds are much used on the Continent in 
cooking, under the name of * 1 Haricots, ’ which, 
as dishes, are as numerous as curries in Calcutta. 
It is stated that the Nubians boil the leaves of the 
kidney bean, and consider them an excellent dish. 
Major Denham mentions four kinds of beans raised 
in Borneo. A paste made of them and fish was 
the only eatable which this traveller and his com
panions could find in the towns npar the river. 
The seed of the large kidney bean (Fern haricot) 
sliced and stewed in milk, is a frequent dish at the 
farm houses in Flanders. The scarlet runner 
( Phaseolus multijlorus) was brought into this coun
try fro n South America, in 1 and was first cul
tivated at Lambeth, by Tradescent, but it was 
merely planted as an ornament to cover walls, and 
to form arbors, without an idea of cooking the 
pods for the table. Its flowers were in groat favor 
for nosegays, but its legumes did not come into 

edible vegetable until brought
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: The Flat-Headed Apple Tree Borer.

Among apple growers there has been during the 
past year or two a great complaint of some borer 
infesting their trees, and investigation has shown 
that it is to this little beetle that the injuries may 
be traced.

With regard to remedies. Dr. Fitch advises 
three : “ First, coating or impregnating the bark 
with some substance repulsive to the insect. Sec
ond, destroying the beetle by hand-picking ; and, 
third, destroying the larva by cutting into ami ex
tracting it from its burrow.”

His advice is so plain and comprehensive that I 
cannot do better than quote it at length.

“ As it is during the month of June and fore part 
of July that the beetle frequents the trees for the 
purpose of depositing its eggs in the bark, it is 
probable that white-washing the trunk and large 
limbs, or rubbing them over with soft soap early 
in June, will secure them from molestation from 

And in districts wheie this borer
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IS There a Danger of Overstocking 

the Fruit Market?
I?

From the Report of the Fruit Growers’ Associa
tion of Ontario we extract the foUowing pertinent 

This question is often asked, but notarticle.
satisfactorily answered. In discussing a question 
of such importance, it is necessary to look at the 
principle that must govern all productive and 
mercial matters, which is that of demand and

i; i
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this enemy.
is known to infest the apple trees, the trees should 
be repeatedly inspected during this part of the 
year, and any of these beetles, that are found 
upon them should be captured and destroyed. It 
is at midday of warm sunshiny days that the 
search for them will be most successful, as they 

then most active, and shew themselver abroad. 
The larvæ, when young appear to have the same 
habit with other borers, of keeping their burrow 
clean by throwing their castmgs out of it through 
a-small orifice in the bark. They can therefore be 
discovered, probably, by the new, sawdust-like 
powder which will be found adhering to the outer 
surface of the bark. In August or September, 
whilst the worms are yet young, and before they 
have penetrated the heart-wood, the trees should 
be carefully examined for these worms. When
ever, from any particles of the sawdust-like pow
der appearing externally upon the bark, one of 
these worms is suspected, it will be easy, at least 
in young trees, where the bark is thin and smooth, 
to ascertain by puncturing it with a stiff pin whe
ther there is any hollow cavity beneath, and if one 
is discovered, the bark should be cut away with a 
knife until the worm is found and destroyed. 
After it has penetrated the solid wood, it ceases to 
eject its castings, and, consequently, we are then 
left without any clue by which to discover it. 
Hence the importance of searching tor it season
ably.”—From the last Report of the Fruit Growers' 
Association.

supply.
1. Fruit is now considered a necessity in every 

family, the use of which, with the demand, is con
stantly increasing. Fifty or sixty years ago, good 
apples, pears, and sometimes peaches were left to 
rot upon the ground or fed to swine, because there 
was no demand, but now such fruit sells quickly at 
remunerative prices.

2. It is reasonable to expect that the demand 
will continue to increase for say half a century at 
least, for the reason that but a small portion of this 
Dominion is well adapted to the successful produc
tion of fruit, and nearly the same may be said of 
the whole American continent, for, according to 
some calculators, oidy one twenty-ninth part of the 
continent can be classed as fruit-producing, and 
only three-fifths of that portion can be considered 
really good.

3. The Eastern Hemisphere is little, if any, 
more favorable for fruit grow-ing than the Western, 
to which must be added immense inland territories 
that produce none of the fruits of this latitude.

4. Assuming that the foregoing cannot be far 
from correct, it follows most conclusively that the 
demand will be very great, and the question very 
naturally arises—Where or how shall a sufficient 
supply be obtained ? The answer is very easy- 
impossible at present.

5. We are well aware that some of the small 
fruits, as well as such early apples as the Harvest, 
Early Joe and Red Astrachan, such pears as the 
Madeline and others (and perhaps peaches) that 
will not bear shipment to foreign lands, may be 
grown in such large quantities as to overstock the 
local market, but apples and pears of such long- 
keeping qualities that will keep sound and good for 
six months to twelve, and will bear shipping, can
not be grown in excess of the demand.

0. It is (piite certain that in this Dominion the 
supply cannot exceed the demand, and it is our 
duty and interest as true patriots and economists 
to produce for the wants and requirements of our 
own country, and, in addition, export if prac
ticable.

.
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general use as an 
into notice by Miller in the eighteenth century. 
Phillips relates that some years ago the French had 
a prejudice against this plant nearly equal to the 
superstition of the ancients respecting the bean, 
on account of the scarlet or blood-colored blossom; 
but now it is largely cultivated in France, and al
most all over the Continent, not only for the green 
pods, but also for its ripened seeds, which are eaten 
in haricots or put into soups. The scarlet runner, 
although in general cultivated as and considered to 
bo annual, like the kidney bean, is truly perennial. 
It also deserves notice that in their spiral habit of 
growth the tendrils turn to the right, or in a direc
tion contrary to the apparent diurnal course of the 
sun. This aberration from the common habits of 
plants has been accounted for by supposing that 
the native climate of the scarlet runner will be 
found to lie south of the equator, and that the 
plant, although removed to the northern hemi
sphere, is still obedient to the course originally as
signed to it, turning into a direction which in its 
native clime would lie towards the sun Some va
rieties of the kidney bean arc found in cultivation 
throughout almost every civilized country of the 
western as well ns the eastern hemisphere.— 
Hardwicke's Science Gossip.
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Cultivation of Orchards.

PRUNING—THE BORER.

You ask me to tell you what effect the winter of 
1872-73 had on my orchard. The effect was such 
that it killed a great many bearing trees. Two of 
my orchards that had not been cultivated much for 
several years it killed, and greatly damaged at 
least half the trees. Other orchards, that had 
been better cultivated, did not suffer half so bad. 
I am fully convinced that our orchards must be

ICoal Ashes.
I have a lot in Cambridge of about a third of an 

acre, on which stand my house and barn, 
clay soil, and twenty-eight years ago it was so 
tough and hard that it was almost impossible to 
get a spade into it. I have had it spaded up every

It is
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7. Whatever commercial relations may exist 
between the Dominion and the United States, or 
the more distant powers, this one point is very cer
tain, that the fruit growers of Ontario have the ful
lest confidence to plant and produce good, market
able fruits to the greatest extent of means and 
ability, that it will prove not only a safe, but pro
fitable investment. A. Norse.

Lincoln County, Ont.

IWe have on hand for next summer a still worse 
than the one described as coming in this last 

season’s experience. A swamp on this same lime
stone spring brook has this year been thoroughly 
drained. Within the enclosure is good pasture on 
the slopes of hard land that bound the low lands, 
and part of the low lands are well seeded with 
meadow grasses. The raw surface, made in drain
ing, and the places that last March were so soft 
that the drains could only be cut by giving each 
man a wide and long plank to stand on and keep 
them from miring while they opened a ditch along
side, usine long handled shovels, and the places 
covered with aquatic plants as high as a man’s 
head; all these places must be made into good pas
ture, and pastured while the process of substitu
ting valuable plants in the place of useless ones is 
going on.

stand the ordeal. If the hand-hoe can be spared 
to go in among the hills ef corn occasionally, where 
the teeth of the harrow cannot reach, or to cut off 
here and there one which the harrow may miss, a 
bad case may be cured in a single season. But if 
this cannot be done, a couple of successive years 
with a sharp-toothed cultivator among the corn-crop 
will generally do the business for the worst case 
that ever was.
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Let anyone who has a weedy field before him, 
resolve the coming season to put the whole tract 
in corn and keep clean, and he will soon give up all 
the common ideas of smothering-out with deep 
layers of earth, cutting up in the full of the moon, 
putting salt upon their tops, or the many other 
recommendations stated in the interest, as it is be
lieved, of laziness; but which really calls for more 
trouble and hard work than a thorough and 
systematic cleaning, such as wc have indicated, 
does.—Germantown Telegraph.
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Compton, Wayne County, Penn., has 
a meadow from which hay has been cut for 30 odd 
years, by which time ‘ ‘it had become unprofitable 
and was plowed up after the last crop of hay was 
mowed,” and now he wishes to get the land into 
grass that will make him good hay, and he says 
the local custom is to sow grass seed with early 
spring grains, but that it happens that the grain, 
by its excessive shade, kills the grass and should 
the grass chance to survive the shade when the 
inevitable drouth comes,the grain, having the longer 
roots, appropriates so much moisture that the grass 
must succumb,” and he asks: “Would it be advisa- 
ble and, in the end, profitable to sow grass seed 
alone?”

Mr. D. A.

The plan we propose to follow is substantially 
this : Early next spring seed down all these places 
with timothy, red top, orchard grass, blue grass 
and red clover, and with these forage plants 
oats, at the rate of a bushel to the acre, 
mix our grass seeds in the proportion of eight 
quarts of timothy, eight quarts red top, eight 
quarts orchard, four quarts blue grass, and four 
quarts red clover, we shall have these seeds at the 
rate of a bushel to the acre. Let these grasses get 
a little start in the spring, and then turn 
many sheep as may be found equal to feeding off 
the crop judiciously. The sheep will eat off the 
grass on tips side slopes and the older part of the 
field, and give but little attention to the ground 
lately covered with aquatic plants, and probably a 
considerable mowing will be required to conquer 
such plants, and thus make place for the tame 
grasses. This field, of uneven soil and uneven 
surface, is intended for permanent pasture, as it is 
but the entrance from which opens several others. 
The brook waters all these fields, as required, and 
the side hills and soft brook margins make it 
suitable for general cultivation, so it is given up to 
permanent pasture, and all the grasses I have named 
will be sown that the fittest may survive.

Mr. C. asks : “ What varieties and in what pro
portion should the seed be for hay ?” I am fully 
aware that the seeds I have named produce plants 
that do not ripen at the same time, and for that 
reason are objected to for making hay. But I 
think that there are so many advantages in a great 
variety of grasses for permanent pastures or mea
dows, that I should put all of them in and mow the 
meadow at such a time in the season as would give 
me the best hay. The orchard grass, blue grass, 
and medium red clover will be at their best at about 
the same time, and so much of the timothy and 
red top as is not then mature will nevertheless help 
make up the yield, and will be very much relished 
by cattle next winter, and as years go on the grass 
really best adapted to the soil 
become the prevailing one.

sow 
If we Brains and Practical Knowledge 

Necessary to make Fanning what 
it Ought to be.

From a report of the Agricultural and Horticul
tural Conference at Bedford, P. Q. We take the 
following extract from an address by the Hon. Judge 
Dunkin:-

on so

Generally, “local custom” is founded on ex
perience and will be found to be the best policy to 
follow. So true is this, that I am very careful not 
to advise any great departure therefrom except in 
the way of experiment, and in the case before me, 
not knowing how the soil is made up and nothing 
of its present condition, except what may be 
guessed from the fact that spring grain is apt to 
grow so rank as to smother the grass, I shall not 
venture to advise any essential variation from the 
usual customs of experienced farmers living near 
the meadow. On our own farm, last spring, we had 

case somewhat like the one under consideratidn, 
and we sowed spring 
half a bushel of wheat and two bushels of oats to 
the acre. This is here considered very light seed
ing of grain. As the grain was sown, by use of the 
drill, timothy seed was also sown, at the rate of six 
quarts to the acre, and immediately after the ground 
was seeded to clover (the medium kind), at the 
rate of six quarts of seed to the acre. Soon after 
the grain was fairly above the ground, the whole 
field was rolled. The roller leveled down the drill 
marks, levelling the ground smooth, and pressed 
the timothy and covered-seeds into the ground so 
as to aid in their growth.

The crop was very heavy, the soil being of very 
strong bottom land that had been made in centuries 
of deposit from a lime stone spring brook. The 
immense growth of straw fell down, and at harvest 
the show of grass was very little and appeared to 
be a failure. But no animals were allowed on the 
field during the whole of the rest of the growing 
part of the season, and gradual improvement went 

during an uncommon dry fall until the whole 
appearance was changed, so that when the cold 
weather came, the ground was well covered with 
a thick growth of timothy and red clover that now 
promise to make more than two tons of hay to the 
acre next season. This field passed through both 
the perils named by Mr. Compton and came outsafe, 
and this safety perhaps is principally due to the 
rich cultivation of the soil and the fact that the 
very small and feeble plants that lived through 
the smothering were not trampled under foot by 
animals, even to save the scattering grain that was 
left on the stubble. The drouth, though nearly 
continuous from the time of the oat harvest till 
about the middle of September, did not kill these 
grass plants, as it probably 
sheep ueen allowed to assist.

In several cases, I have, in a small way, tried 
quite a different method of seeding down land that 
may be applicable to the case of some of my read
ers, if not Mr. Compton: In the early spring, 

grass and clover seeds on a surface made ready 
fall before, and with the grass seeds 

(very thin). Brush in the seeds and allow the 
whole crop to grow up until it begins to show signs 
of falling; then mow, leaving a tall stubble, high 
enough to shade the ground some, but not so tall 

to be likely to fall down. This mowing could 
be done with a self-raking reaping machine, such 
as we have now, to great advantage. The crop 
thus cut would be of great advantage for soiling 
purposes, and if the season should be a growing 
one, several crops could be cut that perhaps woulc 
be as profitable as would a matured crop of the 
oats.

There is need of funds, there is need of co-opera
tion, and it is a very small business indeed that 
can be carried on without money. In farming) 
money is wanted as well as in other industries. 
The more money, the larger their operations will 
be and the larger their operations the better for the 
farmer, if ho understands how to carry it on. It 
is not enough for a farmer to see that the waste is 
stopped, that when he has taken off a crop he 
leaves the soil no better and no worse than before. 
No; he wants to leave it better. There are quick 
wasters, who slash, and burn; whose land goes on 
successfully as long as they have the accumulation 
of years to work upon; and there is a slower pro

of cropping without enriching a field, but the 
successful farmer goes on year after year knowing 
that each year makes his farm better than it was 
last year. Brains and practical knowledge are 
necessary to make farming what it ought to be. All 
other callings have a comparative narrow field of 
operation. A carpenter after ho has learned to 
make a pannel door or a window sash, has not much 
more to learn, and the latter years ol his life are 
not devoted to learning. But the farmer has never 
done learning. A knowledge of chemistry is needed; 
a knowledge of soils, of climate, of weather—are 
not these needed? A farmer should understand 
something about botany, how plants grow, how 
much stirring of the soil, and what kind of manure 
will help the plants to surpass the weeds if possi
ble,—all" these are necessary to the successful 
farmer. Then there is the study of insects; we are 
sometimes troubled by the depredations of insecte, 
flies,- potato bugs, &c., and a knowledge of the 
habits of these may be of value in effecting their 
removal. Knowledge of natural history is also re
quired in the selection of animals for breeding, 
and in the care of them in sickness and in health. 
We may not require to know the names of all the 
bones in a horse’s body, but we cannot know too 
much. We should know the effect of food; dif
ferent animals are kept for different purooees, and 
therefore require different kinds of food. The 
animal kôpt for butter requires different food 
from that to be devoted to beef, and so on. This 
knowledge can only be obtained by being. com- 
muuioated by one farmer to another—an inter
change of ideas on the subject of telling what each 
has learned. There arc other things which must 
be learned, in regard to breeding, laying out baild- 
ings and barn yards, and the manufactureof manure; 
but you must understand the soil before you make 
the manure. One field requires lime, and another 
does not; one requires heat, and another does not. 
A great amount of planning is required in fencing, 
laying out of roads and fields, and discovering what 
crops are suitable for certain fields. Draining 
cannot be learned from books, it depends upon the 
slope of the land. Orchards and gardens should 
be understood, and labor must be considered; 
whether man, horse, cattle or mules will work to 
great advantage under certain circumstances; 
should know what tools are most suitable. High 
priced labor forces us to employ more machinery, 
and when anything goes out of order we should 
understand how to mend it. Then there is the 
making of butter and cheese. All these things 
need brains, and practical knowledge. Planning
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will be cut in a season, afterward perhaps only one, 
but this will depend on manure and treatment gen
erally, modified by the Ideal influences. —George 
Gnldea, in A. Y. Tribune.
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Destroying Weeds.
Every once and a while we read that the way to 

destroy noxious weeds is to haul loads of earth, 
and cover the places where the weeds grow, a half 
a foot or so deep. Sometimes these instructions are 
varied by rubbish instead of earth, and then again 
rubbish is defined as straw, corns talks, or even brush. 
Now, we have no doubt in the world that weeds 
can be destroyed in that way. We know that 
weeds are to be fed on air, and all that sort of 
thing, and if they are smothered they can’t breathe, 
and if they cannot breathe they die. All this is so 
plain to the thickest skull that one may feel per
fectly safe in recommending it as something that 
will surely do. And yet wc would like to know 
how many who recommend it have ever done so, 
or seen their plan tried by others? We very much 
doubt whether it was ever done. Home one may 
have noticed that under a brush-heap everything 
was killed, and that after remaining a year the 
brush heap’s removal would show the spot bear of 
all vegetation. If the recommendation ever had 
any ground at all it was surely this.

Our remedy for noxious weeds is thorough culti
vation. If a piece of ground is full of briars, milk
weed, couch-grass, sodom-apples, Canada-thistles, 
sorrel, toad-flax, or other miserable stuff that so 
often tries the mettle of our good farmers, let them 
put the ground in corn for a couple of years or so, 
keeping the cultivator going continually, and es
pecially going in the early part of the season, and 
toughest character among these weeds will fail to
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ssssEti eIWSSparticular portion of the country in which he re- vigorous; leaves medium, *n‘l ° ^ ^ d the to the very best; flavor nnexceptionabie. Vine of
ss-sc®

of~dal“k This is the safest course, dicing the crop. The variety has been testedon g™ni ab^t three months frbm time of plant-

îa,xÆ“% -w, », tx*c=:;sa&srasrttïs: v ssss-isaa
We are free from these disadvan- J' . beautiful appearance, fine quality,

ver„ When any crop fails, ^ extraordinary productiveness and
oth grass which is our greatest ityvSgxÊt/ f^s remarkable keepmg qualities will
cmp.-rüwehave othfr crops f* render it a most valuable variety
which do not fail. Follow nature’s W for the market,
dictation and total failure cannot jr m'KjM /fflOT alpha. — (pringle. )overtake us. This calling is a K JLS / "V Earliest variety m cultwatoon.
necessity in our community, but it tàow /s y Raised in 1870, y • • 8
is also fascinating to many; it is IwTM originator of the Snowflake, and
honorable and safe. It is not too ’’ysSaV r^flkjT y M v TlÆsJJ^Ss one of our moat exPen®nced hJ'
much to claim for it the bulk of bridizers, from seed^borne on
our people, money and brains, to WK/'J Early Rose and impregnated by
makeita success and ourselves a poilen of Sebec. Ayery early
prosperous community. £3®^

(it for the table ten or fifteen days 
before the Early Rose. Tubers of 
medium size, oblong, somewhat 
flattened, with eyes but slightly 
depressed; color a clear white, 
with the slightest tinge of red 
about the eyes; flesh very white, 
fine-grained, dry and firm, and 
possessed of a decided and excel
lent flavor; stalks short and close- 
jointed, seldom exceeding a foot 
in hight; leaf broad, light green 
and shining above; tubers cluster- 
ed about the base of the stalk; 
quality, first rate in every respect.

EUREK A. —(BROWNELL. )
This seedling resulted from a seed-ball gi own on 

an Excelsior potato-vine blossom, fertilized with 
pollen from the White Peachblow; vines of strong 
and vigorous growth; tubers of a good medium and 
uniform size; shape, elongated oval somewhat flat
tened, very symmetrical and uniformly handsome 
in appearance; eyes few, exceedingly small, and 
very nearly level and flat; skin white and fair; 
season second early,medium,or between very early 

and medium late. It is one of the 
_;st-productive in cultivation, be
sides being an excellent keeper. 
Its flesh is exceedingly fine-grained, 
white, and, when boiled or baked, 
mealy and of excellent flavor,cook- 
ing through uniformly without any 
fault at the centre. Certainly an 
acquisition among the white vari
eties, well worthy of further trial 
in different sections. A silver 
medal was awarded to this variety 
by the Massachusetts Horticultu
ral Society at the last annual exhi
bition. They are offered at 11-00 
per lb.

EXTRA EARLY VERMONT.
The Early Vermont has, as 

proved by the numerous reports 
before us, more than sustained its 
previous reputation. Nearly all 
the competitors declare it from one 
to two weeks earlier than the 
Early Rose, and many even more. 
Its uniform and large size is recog
nized by every one. Mr. McLeod
says ;_“ There are more than 100

______ _ in the amount I raised that would
ripening about the same time as u, ÉÉMHEljLv\ ,, UILellML weigh from one to two pounds
the Early Rose. The tubers are of ^___ each;” and Mr. Salter raised one
a good medium and uniform size; _ _ —-^p, tuber that weighed three pounds
shape elongated oval, compressed, ______—-—   twelve ounces! Its superior cook-
exceedingly symmetrical and re- ;ng and eating qualities are unani-
markably uniform ; eyes few, en- browxkll’s beauty.—showing habit or growth ix the iiili,, mously commended, as well as its
wmMm mmwm

SiéÆSsK- SpSÿUfSg
ness with which it cooks through, have never Samples were sent in 18/3 to the gardens of the of London, 18/3. 
been eclipsed by any potato. As a baking potato Royal Horticultural bocicty of London where 
it is equally valuable, and as such is distinguished they received a first-class certificate, and have also 
for its pure, starchy texture, and delicate, nutty received many premiums at various agricultural 
flavor The tubers have attained the full develop- fairs in this country. Size, medium to large, grow-

Potatoes.
Last year we received 40 new 

seedling potatoes from Mr. Leo.
Leslie, of Toronto. We had them 
planted, but, out of the whole lot 
only three varieties were saved 
that we considered to be equal to

present kinds. The Ameri
cans have been foremost in sup
plying the world with valuable 
and improved varieties. Those 
that we at the present time culti
vate will, in all probability, 
supplanted by varieties that 
now but little known. The pota- 
toes introduced this season by B. K. Bliss & bon, 
of New York, are the Alpha and the Eureka. We 
take the following description about them from 
their catalogue. The price, $3 per lb., is very 
high; however, we pay it to try them, and to have 
a supply for next year’s planting, should we find 
them answer. Last year we tried Compton s bur- 
prise and Brownell’s Beauty—both varieties, we 
think, are ver valuable. The Compton s are 
rather uneven, ut for quality and yield we think 
them deserving a trial by all who 
have not yet procured them. We 
know the Early Rose is a hard po
tato to beat. We introduced them 
7 years ago; some slow-coach farm-

have only just got them. We 
gave S3 per lb. for them and sold 
them for 60c. a cutting. We must 
do the same with some of the new 
varieties this year, as we shall not 
be able to have them properly 
tested. We hardly.think the forc
ing system a fair test—it may do 
well enough to cultivate rapidly 
any very rare and expensive plant.

SNOWFLAKE.—(PRINGLE. )
This new variety, sent out last 

spring, has been thoroughly tested, 
both in this country and in Europe, 
the past season, and we have yet 
to learn of the first instance where 
it has failed to give entire satisfac
tion. The superior quality claimed 
by the originator, when first offered, 
has been confirmed in every case, 
as far as heard from.

It is one of the earliest varieties,

iL

our
-v ir.mrraism Sc. m

.V"h r. SE1LM Uel

be
SNOWFLAKE.—SHOWING HABIT OF GROWTH IN T1IE IIILL.

same favorable results, and produces a yield of 
from 300 to 400 bushels per acre. In every case it 
has proved healthy and hardy, while other vane- 
ties alongside of it failed to give satisfactory re
sults.

are

BROWNELL’S BEAUTY.
The beauty and superior keeping qualities of 

this variety, together with its fine quality for the 
table, and productiveness, places it in the front 
rank of those recommended for general cultivation.
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The Caen Academy of Science offers a prize of 
4,000 francs for the best essay on the “Function of 
Leaves in the Vegetation of Plants.
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er can be placed in passage F, of basement, stones from the heaps to build a stone wall next
___ ron from a jack on bam floor. Pulped tur- spring. Then there is wood to haul, and straw and
nips and cut straw mixed together and left for a hay to chaff. We have ten tons of plaster to draw 
few days, makes the best feed. The basement is nine miles from the mill, and draining tiles an equal 
to be built of stone, 1J feet walls, so that it will distance. And as fast as we get spare bara room, 

We were pleased to have such a large competi- j,e froat proof. The water can be easily brought we can draw in a stack of hay from the,field.” 
tion for this prize, there having been over twenty into the tank by conductors from the eave-troughs, “ You ought to build a new bam,” said the
plans sent in. We applied 40 th® Fofest goldered^n^ondncters'through the wall Into the **“ When I do I shall aim to draw the materials in

Grange to appoint judges, which they did. Ine This plan may not be just exactly what Mr. the winter,” I replied, “ and not be oompeUed to
gentlemen appointed awarded the prize to the ac- Hunter wants, still it may be of use to him by neglect farm work in summer. I tell you, if you

mulnng a few modifications. only go at it, you can find plenty of work for your
teams to do in winter. And if by hiring a n an 
you can keep a team busy, that would otherwise be 
doing nothing but eating hay in the stable, it will 
pay to do so.

First Prize Plan of Bank Barn. pulp

AWARDED TO A. C. ATTWOOD, OF VANNBCK P. O.

companying plan. Neither of the judges 
quainted with Mr. Attwood or any of the other q-^e Great Central Fair will be held in the City

the 28th, 29th and 30th Sept.)

were ac-

competitors, and they were fully competent to de- 0f Hamilton, on _ 
cide, although we doubt not but some may think and 1st Jet., 1875. 
the decision erroneous; but all 
cannot be of the same opinion.
We award also second and third 
prizes as an acknowledgment.
Some competitors that have taken 
pains to send boxes, large rolls, 
and massive packages, may have 
them returned at the present time

“ Perhaps you are right,” said 
the Squire, “but the days are 
very short, and you want men who 
will fly round in a morning. ”

“ Begging your pardon, said I, 
“ that is precisely what I don’t 

I want a man who willwant
work after dark at night, rather 
than a man who is poking round 
before lightin the morning. When 

drawing out manure, I like 
fill his load at night, 

and have it all ready to hitoh on 
to the first thing in the morning. 
Your sluggish ‘early bird’ will 
not do this. He will be up at 4 
o’clock in the morning. He will 
be watching the clouds and specu
lating about the weather. It will 
be too oddest too wet, the road 
will be slippery, or too rough, or 
there will be too little snow, or it 
will be drifted. There will be a 
lion in the way, and he will have 
to wait until broad daylight before 
he oanmakeuphismind whetherto 

go to work or not. Finally he will get out his horses 
and let them stand shivering while he fills hb load. 
The other man, who got all ready the night before, 
brings out his horses 'cheerfully and promptly, 
hitches t iem to the load and is off to the field, 
whistling merrily in the frosty air. He warms 
himself up by throwing off his load with a will,and 
is back again before the other has made a be
ginning. It is so with everything we do. The 
great thing is to get ah early start.

“ That is precisely what I say,
Squire.

« Exactly, but yon want to begin the day in the 
morning, while I want to begin it in the evening.
■ The evening and the morning were the first day.
< Give not sleep to thine eyes, nor slumber to thine 

eyelids, till you have done all that 
you ought to do. ’ It is bad enough to 
lie abed late in the morning. It is 

the stable door

hastily fed and poorly groomed, that 
you may spend the long evening 
yawning over a hot store. "

Wheat Baking.
After doing all that can be done to 

make a large yield, and everything 
may look promising until the wheat 
is about to be harvested, the farmer 
has often noticed that his wheat has 
ripened too fast, and the quantity 
has been reduced, and also the 
quality of the grain is inferior to 
what was expected. I have often 

this state of things. Now, 
there is a cause for it, and I believe 
there is a remedy. I have never 
failed to raise good, plump grain 
where clover was sown among the 
wheat. My opinion is this—that 
the ground often gets too hot 

just before the wheat gets ripe, and forces the pro
cess by taking back in the soil that which should 
fill the grain; if the ground is covered with young 
clover it is kept temperate, and gives the wheat 
time to ripen naturally.

I never saw a field of wheat that was sown 
to clover struck with rust.

Now, if these things will always prove to be the 
rule, it would pay the farmer to sow clover on his 
wheat ground, when see 1 is less than eight dollars 
per bushel, if for no other purpose than for full 
pasture or to be turned under as a green manure, 
which is one of the best fertilizers. —TV. K., in 
Prairie Farmer.

we are 
to see a manby sending postage stamps; or 

they can have them sent by ex
press. Should we pay return car
riage on all, it would cost us very 

much as a prize or an 
com-

near as
engraving. We return each 
petitor our thanks, and hope each 
may yet be successful at some 
future time, as we purpose offer
ing more prizes on different sub
jects. We have had the plan en
graved for our readers’ considera
tion.

BASEMENT PLAN OF A BASK BARN, 60x75.

“In Works of Labor or of Skill ”Dear Sir,—I close in with your offer in March 
No., and send you a plan of a Bank Barn, such as I 
think ought to please Mr. Hunter, or any other 
hunter of a good plan. The plan has cost me a 
good deal of thought and trouble to get up, and 
I hope it will be satisfactory. I find no fault with 
the liberality of your offer of a prize, but Mr. 
Hunter must bear in mind that no architect would 
draw him such a plan short of $25, and I think it 
is his place to offer the frame as his prize if you 
give the chromo.

The Ground Plan contains two mows, 18 x 50
and chaff-room,

Extract» from Walk» and Talk» on the. Farm, in 
American Agriculturint

“You must be making a pile of money out of 
your pigs this winter,” remarked the Squire.

“I am making a pile of manure,” I replied, 
“ and hope to get a little money from the old farm 
by and by. I have had the men and teams draw
ing out manure for over a week, and putting it in a 
pile in the field where I am going to sow mangels 
next spring. ”

“I see,” said the Squire, “you have got three 
extra day hands. The Deacon and I think it does

broke in the

each ; also a loft over granary 
15 x 50; a chaff-room, 15 x 29, connected at one 
end with a chaff-room in basement. Instead of an 
enclosed granary, 1 approve of tight binns, raised 
on blocks or scantling five inches
from the floor, which allows cats __—, —...
to get at the rats; each binn to 
have a separate cover on hinges, 
so it can be fastened up, and when 
down all is kept clean. Con
structed in this way they are 
more handy at threshing time; 
also on cleaning up the grain again 
the fanning-mul can be brought 
right beside each binn, and in 
this case leaves a wide barn floor.

G worse to lock up 
soon after sundown, leaving the bonesG- i D

cacm

i
F
F
FF/SX 50 J F

DESCRIPTION OF GROUND PLAN.

A A, mows; B B, driving floors; 
C, chaff-room; D, passage between 
floors; B, way down to basement; 
F F F F F F F F F, grain binns; 
G G G G, large doors; H H, trap 
doors tQ put roots down to base
ment; I, connection between up
per and lower chaff-rooms; J J, 
openings for putting hay down in 
horses’ racks and cattle mangers. 
One of the binns to be fixed so as 
to conduct chop stuff down to 1 
ajustaient in basement.

A B BFF

17X50/2XSO
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GROUND PLAN OV A HANK BARN, D0X7Ô.

| pay to employ so much labor during the winter. 
“You are both of you men whose opinion, I 

replied, “ is worthy of consideration. Still, every 
must do his ewn thinking. I keep eight 

horses. They cost me at least $10 a week. I want 
to make them earn their living. As long as I can 
find work for the teams that ought to be done, 1 
think it pays to hire extra men enough to keep the 
teams busy. This is all I am doing. Every spnng, 
summer» and autumn we have to leave something 
undone that we want to do, because men and teams 

pressed with work that can not be put off. The 
only remedy is to push things now. We are draw
ing out manure. When this is done, we shall draw

not
OF BASEMENT.DESCRIPTION

A, horse stable; B B, mangers; C C 0, passages; 
1) D, cow stables; E, cliaff-room connected with 
upper chaff-room; F, passage for mixing feed, », 
tank with pump; H, root cellar that will contain 
about2,500bush. ; I, way up to bam; JJJJJJ,doors.

If it is desired to have a larger root cellar, the 
ehaff-room could be made narrower, or a part of it 
could be used as a cellar; but it is unwise to put 
too large a bulk of turnips together, as they are so 
inclined to heat. I regard large chaff-rooms as 
important. A good straw-cutter can fill both of 
those chaff-rooms in one day’s cutting. A turnip
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Gooseberries, currants and strawberries, if well 

attended to, do as well here as anywhere in the 
Province; so do tomatoes and melons, if started in 
a hot-bed and then planted out.

The Hulless Oat man has not yet favored us with 
a visit, and if he did I do not think he would get 
many customers. It is perhaps well that there are 

y gulls in the world, or what would become 
of the knaves Î They, poor fellows, must eat as 
well as other people, and if the breed of gulls could 
be eradicated, the knaves would die out.

Charles July an.

t am not prepared to say that ants are injurious 
to large bearing trees, but I consider they are in
jurious to young grafted trees, as they make the 
leaves curl up and check the growth of the graft. 
I have been told that spreading chip dirt for a 
space of two or three feet around the trees will 
keep them off, but if they will destroy caterpillars 
on cabbages, why will they not destroy them on 
apple trees also, unless the caterpillars are pro
tected by a web so that the ants cannot get at 
them.

;r • ^ -GDorrespanùence,
y.- nv. h*

From Michigan.
Editor Farmer's Advocate.

Sir,—Southern Michigan has suffered more with 
severe cold since the 1st of January than for many 
years, if ever before. Mercury has fallen lower 
for a short time, but never have we had such con-

lange limbs ata? have opened. Some trees cracked 2S!Btey^rBed de^ettn »

flMS. Eœ^EESill^-%eeu>t.on as to the result of this>, and many WS > amMm I planted thejtapdards
questions as to what can be done, if anything, to and should do so ak '
save the trees. d I were to plant another orchard, and also plant

It has oocurred to me that, as your climate w. Qither two dwarf pear trees osyopo standard plum 
usually more severe than that of Southern Michi- tree between every two appletrees in the row. — 
gan, your readers may, many of-them, have had The8e woujd come foto bearing in a few years, but 
such experience with their orchards as we are now would not laat long B0 that when the standard 
having, and could rive us some hints through your a le treeB were twenty years old the others would 
columns which might be of value, and for which ^&ve bnjsb(jd bearing and might be cut out. I 
we should feel grateful indeed. would not plant any between the rows of apple
1 Our Club had the pleasure, a few evenings since, _treeBi aa i consider the ground is better to be cul- 
of listening to a very able address by Prof. Beal, tivated, at least until the trees have attained a 
of the Michigan Agricultural College at Lansing. I iarge growth.
Thé most ibteresting portion, perhaps, was on the j$eanB potatoes or any root crops will do 
Codling Moth or Apple Worm. In speaking of , m i{ ^eU cultivated, and the plow not suffered 
the’ best remedies for the destruction of this pest,> to toQ near tbe treeB or deep enough to cut the 
thè'Prbïeéêor gave as his opinion that the band r00l|B Some N. Y. brehardists who have tried it 
was toe only true plan yet known, which was to ^ ig letter to nise no crops in an orchard, 
fh«t cltor off the rough bark to destroy all natural k tbe gronnd well plowed and cultivated, so
hiding places possible, and then put one or more ^ tQ ajlow ®0 weeds to grow, and that the increased
bands about six inches wide, made of thick carpet, 0£ £be treeB wdi compensate for the loss of
paper or the like, around a smooth place ° anv crop. I noticed a statement a few years ago 
trunk of the tree. The insect will hide under this. in^.he fieq-lsttr of Rural A fairs that there was not 
These should be put on about the 20th of June in gin le 0rChard in the State of New York of 20
this latitude, and should be changed about every °of a„e ,n g00d bearing condition, that was
right days till the 20th of August, when they can down in grass in the first ten years of its life,
be left till winter. His method was to take off the tbat jt mi„ht be laid down in early red
band and kill the worm with his thumb and fingers, cjover> and cut for soiling purposes. The Botchara
and then pnt the same on again. Others used a cloyer> it b claimed, may be cut three times in a _j am a {armer) and feel interested in what

inS p'KZd

another,and, tomake ,t a success,aU mustumte in ^ the reBult, woulT dbutpUperly managed, while we at the
the work IMtntuuy. When the proposal was first made that the 1 ruit time would be receiving an increase of their

Adrian, Mich., March 2nd, 1875. | Growera- Association of Ontario should hold their ductB.
July meeting last year in Owen Sound, some of the ^ j 8hall not find fault with what has been

j iinmi i members observed that they micht as well go to . * j have been benefited by reading th
air,-l on pitting £™Sn‘mntSr»o day. in of

is one of those questions on which much may be • district in the Province. Apples, pears negtecned ana u
said on both sides: When the branches are trimmed I ^flmîpes thrive weU here; peaches will generally glected by those who make our laws and enact 
high the bark is sometimes sunburnt, and the tree . * well on the sandy knolls, whilst plums are a them- , . ,
dies; this never happens except on the south side *gciiuy aa neither Curculio nor Borer have yet But, to return, that which is most wanted is the
of the tree, and is generally the case when the tree 1 d<j thJeir appearan0e amongst us. The Black result of practice; theory is good if it can be put
leans to the north or north-west. Low branches, .g troublesome in some places, but that may m successful practice, otherwise it is of no use. 1
by shading the trunk of the tree, tend to prevent in cheek by a vigilant use of the knife, beliqve in the rotation system; I have practiced it
this ; besides, some varieties, such as the Belle- yVhen plums were a failure Everywhere else the a little, but I am only learning, although I have 
tieur and Snow Apple, naturally form low spread- b(*forc laati about 2,000 bushels were shipped been farming for nearly forty years. My practice
ing heads with drooping branches, and if we en- y from 0wen Sound ïhe greater part was pur- for some years has been to seed down with grass
ditovor to counteract this by a free use of the knife, } wQ _ersona and sent to'New York, seed, every spring, all the land that is ht. _ I mow
we shall get plenty of leaves but no fruit. Other h they Bold'for $10 per bushel. Formerly, it two years ; as soon as the second year s crop of
varieties naturally form close, upright heads. \\ e , mg werg a drug fo the Owen Sound market, but hay is off the ground, I take a good sod plow and
may assist nature, but if we try to force her we {hR completion 0f the T. G. & B. R. they can team and a good plowman; I plow what 1 can be-
shall assuredly fail. Besides, the situation of the 1. abjDPcd off to un y part of the country where fore harvest, finishing often after harvest, I let toe
orchard must be taken into accounb If rt be a ^ 1|ti a failure, and 1 have no doubt but land lay three or four weeks before I touch it, cer-
high, exposed situation, I should prefer to head the ^ a peraon who understands drying plums tainly not less than three. I then begin to harrow 
trees rather low, say about four feet from the to settle in this neighborhood and planta plum and cultivate, and work it occasionally till it is time
ground, as the bark of the tree would be better Qrcbard 0f tbp proper varieties for making prunes, to put in the seed. I drill in two bushels to the 
shaded from the sun, and the trees would not be so hg would dnd fo a profitable speculation. A va- acre.
liable to be uprooted by a strong wind. rietv called the French Prune was spoken highly I don’t boast of extra crops of wheat, but I get

As for the distance apart, 1 think twenty feet is at a m6eting 0f the F. G. A. last year, but al- better than I can by summer fallowing, and my
altogether too close, except for the very upright ^ough I have written to two or three of our On- land i3 improving all the time. Then I take the
growers, for, when the branches meet at the top, tarj0 nurserymen, I cannot obtain any. wheat stubble manure, aud put it in with corn and
the roots meet at the bottom, and unless the ‘ __ , , roots, potatoes, &c. The season following I sowground is naturally very rich or kept wel man- I find the Concord a. d| Hartfoid 1rolihe giape ^ ^ gee’d down aualn. 
nred with ton dressing, the trees could not be ex- vines stand well here without any protection, but J

ted to hear well not only for want of nourish- they are not quite early enough for this section of j A word about lime,
pected. to bear wei y„ d would be ex- the country. A neighbor of mine has cultivated a be applied in one way by ...
!'iudedbtoo muTfro n all but the topmost branches, green grape these last two years which has ripen id others. Some years ago-the year the frost injured 
eluded too muen irmnaiioutim y them to keen two weeks earlier than my Concord, but he does the wheat so much—I soaked my seed wheat in a and there is no room to work untotoem to keep two weeks^a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ either 8trQng ljrme 1 bought new lime, and after throw-
RuchW^dorchMd murtbe out o/the question, and in bu.ch or berry as the Concord, but its earliness mg the wheat on the barn floor, I sifted 11 me on it . 
lay fog ^t°doim in^rasa is ‘scarcely feasible either, is very much in its favor. to dry ,t; it took a great quantity of lime to dry it

so man

Sarawark, April 2nd, 1875.

“Old Subscriber,” Wellington Co., need not 
dread any evil effects to his land nor to the pota
toes from Fans green, used as a remedy against the 

We have now had trial of it forpotato bugs.
some years, without any injurious results from its 

Professor Croft says that as this salt is en
tirely insoluble in water, it does not appear likely 
that it would of itself be taken up into any plants 

He examined in the field a 
had been drenched

use.
am

growing in the soil, 
few plants of potatoes which 
with the poison as long as they were growing.
•* * The stalks were washed as carefully as possible, 
but, on examination, yielded a most minute trace 
of arsenic, arising, no doubt, from the difficulty of 
washing off every trace of the adhering powder. 
The tubers were then carefully washed and skinned, 
and the pure potatoes examined in three different 
trials. Not the slightest trace of arsenic could be 
detected in either case, from which it is fair to 
conclude that the Paris green itself is not absorbed, 
or else that if decomposed in the soil, the products 
are not assimilated -bv the plants which have ap
parently a power of solution. ” From this our sub
scriber will see the examinations of the subject by 
scientific men are in entire agreement with the re
sults of our own experience.

no

but

Rotation—Preparing Seed Wheat.

Fruit Cnltnre.

I see it recommended to 
some, and in another by
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harrowed the other portion. The undisturbed part ins eeaaon. Never allow a weed to grow, and out 
had a good crop; the other was poor. off all blossoms and runners. As soon as the

I have been wanting to get some of this seed for 8™“nd ffeeze8> c°y«r straw M just to hide 
years. I sent to the old. country for some by a the Planta- I" the .pnng, as soon as vegetation 
friend who went to Scotland, but it was not to be commences, remove the straw to between the 
got in Glasgow or Edinburgh. I think it weuld be .th,a wd! keeP dow™ the weeds and keep the
just the thing to sow on our newly-cleared land, as fruit clean. As soon as the fruit is picked, remove 
we can always scratch up enough to bury the seed>{the straw and cultivate as the previous year.
It is a very rapid grower, and I think it would | Plante can be set any time daring the growing 

It is a very beautiful crop season, but the beet mouths are April and May,
I before the ground gets too dry.

so as to drill it in, which I was determined to do, 
and did, but about spoiled my drill. I never had 
such a crop of straw before or since. When the 
wheat came up it looked very yellow indeed; after 
a while it turned a deep green, and continued so 
until the frost killed it about the 10th of June. 
My neighbours who came to see it thought it would 
yield 50 bushels per acre, although my land is 
light

Now, we, as farmers, have a great many 
machines, but 1 believe if we had a di

smother out weeds, 
when in flower.kinds of 

rill that
would put in our wheat and lime together, after I The Yams you sent me last year were so dry that.
being soaked in strong brine, so that the lime they did not start until it was too late for them to I Delaware, Ont., April 16th, 1876.
would be running right along with the wheat in do much. Two only grew, and they produced one -----
the drill mark—say two bushels to the acre of lime, each, one about eight inches long, I think I shall SnbsoilÎBK.
the same as wheat—we would then be well sup- begin this spring with a better prospect. While I
plied with machinery. Who will undertake to my wife and I were in Detroit last summer, she saw Sib,—I see in the Advocate some essays on 
make such a drill ? I, for one, would purchase a Yam on exhibition in a shop window, about 15 subsoiling which are Very good so far as they go. 
such an implement. inches long and over 4 inches through. After this I will use a subsoil lifter, and turn two

Write down the Model Farm, or model humbug mcbes more on the top exceed to a winter-sfrost, 
Simcpe P. O., Ont. I -which you like-we don’t want it. It is said and rePf‘t “ twelve

fc\raT’ ” ”nK"' ““
certainly learned a little already, and put his learn- have four-fifths of our representatives farmers. | Auttsville, April 9th, 1875s.» 
ingtogood account. His method of preparing Let us unite and make it so. [The method of increasing the depth of soil
seed wheat we know from experience to be a geod Wm. Hoskins. purgued by Mr Louckg ig goo4_ What bp sag-
preventative of many of the evils to which the - ’ _J_ I gests, we have no hesitation in saying, is a valuable
wheat crop is so subject. The strong brine kills addition to subsoiling, though dim subsoiling it
the seeds of the fungi that are the much dreaded ” . .' cannot be said to be a part. A Couple bf itietée
enemies of ,h. tan». Mildew, blight "iKS £ <* «»• »•« «h"*» ”P » pta* 'talta
have been proven by scientific research to be ^ gra8g soon TUDQ ou^ wild gr^g 0f the [ and exposed for the winter season td the àtitiélfor* 
caused by fungus. The brine, while destroying poorest kind takes its place. Open drains do very ating influence of the air, the binding and diwulv- 
the vitality of the seeds of the fungus, does not in little good, as a short distance from the drain the in of that mogt effectual cultivator, frost, and the
tolTr T !s 6 bees!dteleWatocdiin8itshuCU Sund^^bufttis^tid coTmoreZan with its store of ammonia, must in the spring
stronger, and is, besides, sheathed in its hull. ^ acre> a sum that cannot be afforded. be well prepared to be mixed with the old surface
The rotation pursued by Mr. W. doubtless brings Ig tbere graag wouid grow in such soil, and to add to it those elements in Whidh per-
him large returns of stock-feed and of gram, places, and hold its own in competing with the I haps it is most deficient. Much has been written 
though we would prefer a less scourging system, wild grass? Could you throw some light on this a good surface soil-of a few, a very few inch* 
Mowing two years in succession exhausts the difficult subject, so as to get the ground to bear ,• . on._ni. * <■

, . ... , , v some kind of good crass and let it remain so, you tlUa8e bem8 enough fdr crops, and of many suchstrength of the sod unless it is manured after the ^ ToBIAa L_1_Y facies. We fear, if fermera be induced tone* on
first mowing. If the land runs two years m clover Melb p Q Arü 5th 18Tfit the advice of such plausible tbeoriste, the returns
and grass crops, pasturing at the second year would 
be less scourging, and Mr. Woolley knows the pro
fit of keeping up the fertility of the soil—Ed.]

,!
A. Francis.

i
FiiiiJir nfi knrw-r1»

Alvin Woolley.

vs

[Some years ago a tract of land such as you de- I from their fields will be as light as their tillage will 
scribe came into my possession. I was in haste to I be superficial. Our advice «--with Mr. Lottbks • 
lay it down for pasture, and had not time tôt un- make y°ur aod deeP (unless its nature bb such as 
derdraining. I had it plowed deep and thrown be ininred bY etirrin8 UP the #ubw>il. » 
into lands 10 feet wide. It was not poor, having farms rarelY met fjre.J Inereaes, its,depth
been manured with a root crop the previous sea- Equally and contmUously. When once you have

obtained a well cultivated and fertilized soil of not 
less than twelve inches, neither unusual drought 
nor excessive moisture will' have .very, injurious 
effects on your crops, whether roots or cereals; and 
your deep-rooted clover and rich grasses vjll en
able you to exchange your butter and beef for the 
Sterling gold of the English consumers.—S,]

AÎ ♦

Pumpkin, Squash and Buckwheat 
Report.

Sir,—I purchased some seed from your Agricul
tural Emporium in 1873, the most of which did
well, especially the Silver-Hulled Buckwheat and , ,
Mammoth Pumpkin. I planted the pumpkin seeds soiled with a skeleton plow, and scattered evenly 
in what I supposed a good place for them ; two over the land the earth turned up by the subsoil- 
plants only came to maturity, each bearing oue 1 jng_ yy ^kjg means I had open drains of twelve 
pumpkin weighing about 50 lbs., with the appear
ance of a squash and the flavor of a pumpkin, and .
better than the common pumpkin. I determined I ing been rounded in the middle by the plowing, 
to try them again, with a better chance, and from there was a fall of the water to the furrows on eaoh 
six stems I took twenty that weighed 1,761 lbs., gye_ it was not expensive. A common plow, if 
which, with three or four I did not weigh, would 
make 1,800 lbs. ; one stem had three on, which 
weighed respectively 157, 147 and 53 lbs.
are excellent feed for cattle in the fall, and on well I drain any part of it afterwards, these open furrows I Sir,—I cannot allow the time to pass away
manured land I don’t know of any crop to equal would save you golne work in opening drains.—S.] Without writing to you. I am pleased with the
them. .___ Farmer s Advocate, which I received in due

- From the quarter of a pound of Silver-Hulled _ .. _ ... _ time. We have had a very severe wiuj^, W ^he
Buckwheat I raised the first year 67 lbs., and last ®n lhe Cultivation Of the Strawberry. I Vheat and bean plants are looking well. Some of 
year I sowed l j bushels on about two acres of the Sir,—There are many different ways of culti- the former will require ,a slight dressing of sump 
poorest land I have, and threshed 60 bushels, be- vating the strawbeny. I will give you my me- I phosphate of lime and nitrate of soda Fixed m 
sides 5 bushels at least which my fowls eat. I am thod of cultivation, after many years’ experience equal quantities to be nut on as a top-dressing in 
convinced that it is superior to the common, yield with different systems. I the end of this, or the beginning of next month,
ing more per acre and weighing more per bushel. Any land that will grow a good crop of corn or at tb® fa^? , ~ cw*- to tb® ayro; wheat orqp

Mv wife and I think we can’t keen house rivhtlv potatoes will produce good crops of strawberries; of 1874 yielded very well indeed; one piece alone 
ray wire ami i tnniK we can t Keep nouse rigntiy p rflnll,>PR to he drv not uravel or stiff clav oame out 56 bushels to the acre, and the whitewithout the Advocate, and wish to con mue it a&TÎ foot deep, and wheat averaged 49 bushel, to the acre. The hop.

be free from weeds. A good preparation is to have were a complete failure last year, 
potatoes grown and well cultivated by hoeing, I enclose you an account of Fowler’s new steam 
weeding, &c., the previous year; plow as soon as I plow, which is well adapted for small fields. I can 
the crop is oft', and plow again and cultivate in the I see a marked difference in the wheat plant this 

Sir,—I am very much obliged to you for the I spring, and have the land in as fine a state as pos- I spring where I steam-plowed last summer. I 
Trifolium seed you gave me, and, as I am somewhat aible, leaving it quite level for planting. The rows spent a week in the neighborhood of Windsor in 
acquainted with it# cultivation, perhaps a few words must be 3 ft. apart, and plants in the row 12 to 16 I January, and I find a great part of the farms Me 
concerning it may not be uninteresting te some of inches. In planting, first trim the roots and I now plowed by steam.
your readers. leaves, and remove any blossoms, if present; then I I am glad to see by the English papers that there

It was introduced into our locality, Somerset- put them in a pail of water; next, drop them along I is some prospect of commencing thb Canadian 
shire, England, about the vear 1835. We were the line, and, taking the trowel in the right hand Pacific Railway. Hoping to see you again at 
told not to make the soil too loose, as it would do and the plant in the left, level off the spot for the I Standard Hill, 1 remain yours respectfully,
better in a firm soil. We did not follow the advice plant, spread out the roots, place them upon the I B' W.
very strictly. We sowed a twenty-acre field ; the damp soil, and cover with about one inch of soil; I
previous crop had been turnips, fed on the ground, press firmly down with the trowel or foot. With- I I»no ! armer. — Your communication having 
One-half we plowed thoroughly, the other we in a week or ten days cnltivate between the rows, I been sent to, and having appeared in another 
plowed into something like potato drills; this one- and hoe the whole of the ground, and this must be | paper, it cannot appear in the Advocate. Oorres- 
half remained undisturbed. We then cross-1 repeated every week or two throughout the grow- | pondence, to obtain insertion, must be original.

son. I sowed it with oats, laying it down with 
grass seeds, and trenched every furrow ; then sub-

inches deep, sixteen inches apart. The lands hav-

From England-
Standard Hill, Battle, Sussex, 

March 17th, 1876.
you take off the mold board, will answer for tem- 

They I porary use, if strengthened. If you would under-

Albury P. O., Ont.
i

Trifolium.

!
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Barlry T10 V kÎ^ÆaTS£t”«*”ïï3 .
SIR, —Enclowd Jim wiU find » few grain, of bUck in p-SllW row», vsr«mg,»roordin,

barley. It may bi something new to you. It will £>what '0u are sowing or planting, from 12 inches European Alder Golden and ^8e™»Jar, viz.,

rThe sample is very good. It is not new to us; Ground should be planted or sown just as soon m- q{ thenL
we do not find it generally appreciated, although “ g chlnce^h the weeds’^ whictfare always Weeping TREES.-Weeping Mountain Aeh, 
we consider it very valuable for feed for stock, ready to take their part in furnishing the garden Weeping English Ash, Kilmarnock aiul New Am 
^^«.b.no d«nnnd in,».., .hipping On*. 3.
purposes, as brewers prefer the common y. earthgha8 attained a degree of warmth The following list of hardy flowering shrubs will
We should be pleased to have information regarding gn^(dent cause the immediate vegetation of the make a desirable collection :
it from those who may have raised it for profit, geedg. otherwise the weed seeds, which are hardier Almond — Dwarf double-flowered and pink 
■h owing its utility and superiority over other I and excited to growth under less favorable circum- I white; Berberry—European red-fruited and purple-
snowiug ' , introduced generally.— stances, will get the start, and are correspondingly leaved; Currants-Yellow and crimson flowering ;

***• "b ® I more troublesome to get nd of. Above all things, prjnge—Purple and white; Lilacs—Persian white
Ed.] bear in mind that you cannot grow two crops (a and purple, Siberian, purple, white and crimson

crop of weeds and a crop of vegetables) properly flowering; Daphne Mazerron—Pink, 1st early, m 
Accommodation for Hogs. I on the same ground at the same time. flower almost before the snow is away ; Honey-

. throuvh vour I As in our last issue we gave a list of some va- suckles—Tree or Tartarian, two or three varieties;
SIE.-I Wish you could give «through jou^ o{ geeda beat auited for hot bed culture, we Spirea, six varieties, all with white and creamy-

valuable paper, a dmonpfaoa of is ™b^b would £ now give a list of some things for immediate sow- white flowers, none of them growing more than 3
accommodate 1?A£’ wner and COm- ing in the garden, which, in our opunon, are the 4 ft. high ; Syrmga or Mock Orange—Swe t
convenient and profitable to the owner^^ g ^ „f tbeir kinds : scented and pretty.
fortable for the animals, y ^ Walked Pras -First Early.—Laxton’s Alpha, Carter’s Among climbing shrubs useful for covenng up
yours truly, First Crop, Daniel O’Rourke, Kentish Invicta, unsightly objects near the house, the followi g

Onondaga, April 8th, lo/O. McLean’s Advancer. cannot be dispensed with : ... _
r We will feel obliged to any of our readers who Theae varieties grow from 2 to 24 feet high, and Ampélopsis quinquefoha or Virgmia Oreeper

tion unaccompanied by a plan, of such a piggery I trQUy^ I 8Cented Honeysuckle—too well known to need de
an Mr. Walker is desirous of having constructed. . ^ varieties, which can be sown at intervals scription; several varieties.

••isssaBrsslEfsua a-
j. o. U*** - co„ ;i .*■-*+£ “sssris«... «H.. j

parts of our last number, but does not know that I £-eg another year, we see advertised in the Oar- require protection in winter to prevent the woo
Eastern criticism would satisfy our Western farm- rfenar>g Chronicle, published in London, England, being injured. . . .. . .Eastern criticism , on the Sutton’s EmenMGem, Sutton’s Giant Emerald Space will not admit of going intof a list of the
•rs. Is highly pleased Wo Marrow, Sutton’s Duchess of Edinburgh—aU high- constantly mcreasing varieties of fruit trees and
whole, some articles especially. We would like to ”^ken of, and sold at the modest sum of from small fruits. We would only say to those plant- 
have Mr. L. criticise our paper. There is nothing g to 5„ ateriing per quart. ing-Confine yourselves to kinds“l^novra ment
would nlease us more than discussions on various Beets.—Early Blood Turnip and Long Blood where extensive planting is contemplated. anawould please us more J satisfied to plant sparingly of new varieties until

... . •. Carrots.—Early Scarlet Horn and the Inter- I you have had an opportunity of testing or seeing
Observe, think, judge | carrots. y them tested by others. Many things succeed well

(k)RN_Crosby’s Early Sweet, and Stowell’s I in one locality which will not do well in others.
Evergreen for late. Above all, in planting fruit trees, be particular to

Cabbage.—Early York, Early Jersey Wake- j Cut back severely all of the previous year s growth 
field. Winningstadt, Flat Dutch, St. Denis, Stone- 1 _aay to within four buds of the base, and mulch 
mason; and for use in spring in preference to all I the surface of the ground immediately about the 
others the Drumhead Savoy ; invariably comes I tree to a depth of five or six inches with some 

MaV. I sound out of the pits. material which will prevent the ground from dry-
_ Cauliflower.—Extra Early Pans and Deurt I i„g Up. Tie securely to stakes driven firmly in the

n A Pnnteu Horticultural Editor of the Dur ground, and look out closely for caterpillars and
By Alexander Pont^HoHtcumrat Melons-MusU.-ImprovedNutmeg, Skillman’s fther insects through the summer.

Farmers Advocate. . FineNetted, and for larger variety, the Yellow I ---------
For all gardening operations this is the busiest Canteiope. I rtrnnmeiltine a Road,

month of the year; if we are to reap a bounteous 0NiONS.-Danver’s Yellow and Weathersfield Ornamenting a
harvest of flowers, this month and the previous I j^rge Red, , I Before you dismiss the subject of Public Roads,
one must lay the foundation for it If we are to Tomatoes.—Canada Victor, Trophy and General pleaae auow me to say a word in regard to orna-
have our tables furnished with the various varieties Qrant I menting a road. If my judgment does not deceive
of vegetables all through their seasons, this month Turnips.—Flat Dutch, Improved Early Six I me j think farmers are very indifferent about 
must bo well used. The gardener who will succeed Weeka ornamenting their homes, and as to beautifying the
in all his multitudinous duties must adopt the Herbs.—Sage—Sweet Majoram, Summer Sa- road in their front, well ! how many do it r
motto—“ Constant and unwavering watchfulness y Thyme and Sweet Basil arc the varieties Nqw in judgment, here is one place where 
is the price of success.” The fickleness of our mogt uaed by the housekeeper. {armer8 miss it. There is nothing that will give a
climate is well illustrated by the contrast of the I Before the termination of the month all tree and I gQ „racefui a look as to see a row of beauti-
bright sunny weather of the early part of April ahrub planting should be finished. Nurserymen trees along the side of it, and the farm will also
with the severe cold and gloomy days of the mid- have extended the sea ion when trees can be safely uartake o£ the beauty. There need not be a great 
die of the month, and it must Convince the great- I pianted by the digging up of large quantities early I | e about it. Take the most common forest 
est novice in gardening of the truth of the motto. I apring aml heeling them in again, thereby check- IP get them out carefully, and they will do. 
One single omission to protect a hot bed on one of f ing and retarding the growth which would take I 0akg mapieS) ashes, elms, chestnuts and pines will 
those cold nights, or a too rash confidence in the Uce much sooner if they were not disturbed. It dQ th’e y* well, and there are not many places 
weather of toe present month, and injudiciously aeema almost superfluous now, in this age of I pl j^ew England where these trees cannot be pro - 
Dlanting out some tender flower or vegetable with- activity among nursery agents, to give a '1B* cured. I would urge every farmer to keep our 
out the means of protection at hand, may result tbings desirable for a well ordered homestead in -dea in mind and to try it.
in the greatest disaster. the several departments, but as there may yet ne i tbe roada were more generally ornamented, it

Scotch gardeners taking situations in England, 80me to whom the information will be news, we wQuld add a greater pleasure to the travel upon 
as a rule Ire more successful than their English append a list of some of the leading varieties of them If an interest could be awakened in one 
Brethren’ and for no other reason than that the ornamental trees and shrubs which can be de I department the interest would soon extend to 
severity of their climate at the season when all pended upon to give satisfaction to the planter ot£era We think farmers would be the gainers by 
forcing^ &c has to be done, compels them to a with ordinary care and attention ; the list °onld be I lookiu into these matters more than they do. Do 
watchfulness exceeding in its closeness that re- enlarged considerably, but it would be by the ad- notwa^t {or the town to move, but move yourself, 
nnired in the more genial climate of England. dition of kmds that would entail upon the plante Tbg more beautiful we make the country the more

JÏ.. froib... a.b»R.y u S—; I A sboold ...gle.t ». .pp.rt»»it, t. ..Id
tiassed) should be completed this month, and by bard y ^ P , .. • t ao generally known 1 value to his property, and this is one place where
the middle of it, if possible. If the vegetable ^ handsome vàrietiel, the Silver-Leaved being I he can invest a few days’work to great advantoge^ 
garden has not already been fully stocked with or dpsirahle where an early effect is wished No subject comes nearer to a farmer s interest than
feeds no time must be lost in doing it now. Put «*Pec»hy des ^ „rowtli the public road, and therefore farmers should study
in the plow or spade, and, instead °^mgjq the for^ H chestnut, lurolean Mountain Ash, it deeper than they do.-V. AT. A. m Massachusetts 
5S5 ^ramïisiTd^eST&h ! Oak-Leaved Mountain Ash, Furopean Linden, Cut 1 Plwrmr,

ôsâ

—Ed.]

topics of agriculture. 
sioBs must be of service, 
and act, every man, for yourselves.—S.

fÿwttmîtural itpartment.

others.
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signs of frost or dampness appear in the coldest 
weather.

This chamber also furnishes a very convenient 
place for wintering reserved queens in nucleus 
stocks if it can be done conveniently, because it 
saves the trouble and loss of breaking them up in 
the Fall and making them anew in the Spring.
These boxes may be made with openings in one
side, corresponding to the openings in the hives j Master, Stroud; Wm. Hunter, Secretary, Craig- 
for the honey boxes. When the honey boxes vale. 142, Maple Grove—R. D. Foley, Master, 
have b^n removed in the Fall, the nucleus boxes Bowman ville; Richard Folev, Secretary Bowman- 
can be set in their places, with wire cloth to keep ville. 143, Somervale—B. H. Bain, Master,Fullar- 

bees from passing. Thus they will not only ton, W. J. Philips, Secretary Fullerton. 144, 
have the benefit of the genial warmth of the Tottenham—Geo. Nolan, Master, Tottenham; 
chamber, to which they will each contribute a Rob’t L. Lowery, Secretary, Tottenham. 145, 
share, but they will have a current of warm air Nelron—Abraham Stinson, Master, Nelson; David 
direct from the hives.—Each house will easily keep Sinclair Secretary,Nelson. 146, Painswiok—W. H. 
in this way sixteen reserve queens, four to a hive; Newson, Master, Pains wick; W. Hunter Secretary, 
enough probably for all peactical purposes. But if Painswick. 147,Norfolk—Isaac Austin, Master, Port 
the boxes are made eight inches long, seven inches Dover; D. B. Palmertou, Secretary, Simooe. 148, 
wide,nine or ten inches high,and set two tiers deep, Carlisle—Geo. Gartle, Master, Carlisle; Reuben 
thirty-two can be accommodated. Sparks, Secretary, Carlisle. 149, Mountain—

The dimensions of this bee-house are forty to Rich’d. Dick, Master, Cheltenham; Arch’d Frank, 
forty two inches square and twenty four to twenty- Secretary, Chettenham. 150, North Western— 
six inches high, inside measure. It can be fur- John S. Leslie, Master, Georgetown; Alex Stirrat, 
nished with four hives containing ten frames each Secretary, Glen Williams. 161, James Loune, 
complete for $25. This includes a good lock to Master, Charing Cross, Abert H. White, Seere- 

its contents against thieves, the most tary, Charing Cross. 152, Triumph Union—Wm. 
dangerous foul brood to have to contend with in Laing, Master, St Mary’s; Wm. Porter, Secretary, 
this State. St. Mary’s. 153, Edgar—Rob’t. Richardson, Mas

ter, Edgar; Thos. McLeod, Secretary, Dalston. 154, 
East Whitby—Joseph Langmaid, Master, Taunton; 
James C. Fox, Secretary, Toley.

J 137, Metcalfe, Victoria—S. W. Dell, Master, 
Strathroy; John E. Laughton, Secretary, Strath- 
roy. 138, Burford—B. S. Gage, Master, Mt. Ver
non; W. F. Miles, Secretary, Mt. Vernon. 139- 
True Blue—Jacob Molmer, Master, Sable; Mur, 
dock McDouall, Secretary, Sable. 140, Russeldale 
—John Cole Sr., Master, Russeldale; Rich’d Gill, 
Secretary Russeldale. 141, Knock—8. Oonnol,

Site
A. C. ATWOOD EDITOR.

Response to Enquirer.
The largest works on bee culture are those pub

lished by M. Quinby and L. L. Langs troth ; they 
cost about $1.25 each. They can be procured at 
almost any bookstore. Millers have never done 
us twenty-five cents worth of harm since we 
started bee-keeping, nor yet will they do any other 
person harm that will keep his bees in proper con
dition. Queenlessness is the principal cause of 
stocks being destroyed by millers. Never spend 
money for miller-proof hives, for almost any hive 
will be miller proof if a strong stock of bees is 
kept in it, and it is never allowed to become queen
less.

In the spring and summer it is easy to detect a 
queenless stock by simply examining the combs ; 
if there is no appearance of either eggs or brood, 
then the stock may be pronounced queenless. In 
that case, if it is early in the spring, before drones 
appear, the best way will be to unite the queen
less stock with any other hive; but if the loss oc
curs during the swarming season, a royal cell and 
worker eggs can be gven to the stock, and they 
will raise a queen. In all cases queeidess stocks 
must be attended to, or the stock is sure to be 
robbed or eaten up by the millers.

The past has been a verÿ severe winter on bees 
that have been left on their summer stands, or 
have been put in improper places. I am glad to be 
able to say that I believe the unaccountable mor
tality that has existed among bees for a few years 
past, is disappearing. For our own part, we never 
put our bees into winter quarters with as much care 
as we did last fall, and for our trouble we think we 
have been well paid, for all our stocks have come 
to spring in splendid condition, stronger than they 
sometimes are in May. 1 wintered them in a re
pository having a wall of saw-dust ten inches 
thick; also, over head and under the floor the same 
thickness, with, of course, ventilators. I pre
pared my hives by removing the honey-boards,and 
in their place 1 put a cushion six inches thick, filled 
with chaff, and then placed the top cones on this 
cushion. This had the effect of giving upward 
ventilation; still it retained the heat in the hive, 
both of which must be done if we would be suc
cessful.

the
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patrons of ifutsifcantiry.
Hi h Bred Cattle and Sheep.

The Alorth British Agriculturist, Scotland, does 
not seem to be one of those journals which decry 
live stock that are high bred and bring great prices, 
because they are so raised. It says:

"Those high-bred and high-priced Shorthorns 
which have of late come in for so much abuse at the 
hands of certain agricultural journalists, cost per
haps loo much money, but that can’t be helped; 
but to say that breeding entirely from certain 
strains isjpnstnke, is open to question. Take two 
representative bulls, the Duke of Devonshire’s 
Duchess bull and the Lord Erwen; say nothing about 
pedigree, the latter may in a sense be the best 
beast; and there is no man half a judge, not to 
speak of pedigree, would prefer him to the Duchess 
bull.

New Granges.
The following Granges have been organized since 

our March issue.
103, Thistle—Alex. Forsyth, Master, Darrell; 

Geo. Oliver, Secretary, Darrell. 104, Ridge Tree 
—John Dallas, Master, Widder Station; Peter Me- 
Callum, Secretary, W. S. 105, Sylvan—Alex. Tod, 
Master, Sylvan; John F. Colton, Secretary, Sylvan. 
100i*"Favorite—James Ferguson, Master, Strath
roy; Walter Bull, Secretary, Strathroy. 107, 
Laskay-John Ireland, Master, La->kay ; Daniel 
Wool, Secretary Laskay. 108, Central—Andrew 
Drois, Master, Whitby; Wm. H. Drois Secretary, 
Whitby. 109, Merton—N. J. Campbell, Master, 
Nelson; Geo. McKarlie, Secretary, Nelson. 110, 
Pride of the West—James Bryans, Master, Kirkton ; 
Robt. Beatty, Secretary, Kirktun. Ill, Hope 
—Alex. Locking Jr., Misier, Clifford; Alex. 
Drummond, Secretary, Clifford. 112—Win. 
Anderson, Master, Belmont; David N. Green, 

The design of my improvement is to furnish a Secretary, Belmont. 113, Cedar Spring—-Wm. 
good and cheap means of wintering bees on their Anderson, Master, Lucknow; M McDonald Se to 

stands (and of wintering reserve queens,) tary, Lucknow. 114, Excelsior—G. E. Harris, 
without sacrificing the convenience of separate Master, Ingersoll; Wesley E. Scott, Secretary, 
hives, for performing the various operations re- Ingersoll. 115, Fairview—N. McColman, Master, 
quired by the most advanced system of agriculture. ClarksLury ; Arch. Campbell. Secretary, Clarks- 
lt consists of a square box with an entrance for bury. 116, Enterprise—Andrew Shore, Master, 
bees in each side, to contain four hives of any des- Thornbury; John Atkins, Secretary, Thornbnry. 
cription in use. I prefer the Longstrotli hives, 117, N. Dorchester—Simon Wlioly, Master, Avon; 
using the shallow forms with two sets of frames to Edward Hegler, Secretary, Avon. 118, Wilton— 
obtain honey in frames; and the brood chamber of James Lewis, Master, Wilton; Jeremiah Snider, 
Henry Alley’s “New Style Longstrotli Hives,” Secretary, Wilton. 1t9, Newport—Alonzo Bene 
(cut of which appears in Bee Journal, Vol. 5, page diet, Matter, Newport; Wilmot Suaisland, Sec- 
54, ) for obtaining box honey. The bottom is made retary Brantford. 120, Acacia—P. S. Vanwagner, 
of two thicknesses of pine flooring with a space Master, Stony Creek; F. M. Carpenter, Sucre ary, 
between filled with any non-conductor of heat. Stony Cr> ek. 121, Gore—Francis Sleighthdra, 
The top is made in the same way, (of thinner Mast' r, Humber; Wm. Foster Secretary, Humlier. 
material, to make it light,) and shaped like the 122, Derry West—Geo. Rutledge, Master, Derry 
roof of a house. The walls consist of inch boards West; Luther Cheque, Secretary Brampton. 123, 
lined with several thicknesses of roofing paper or Mount Hout—Eli. Crawford, Master, Brampton, 
anything else that may be preferred. The house James Sinclair, Secretary, Brampton. 124, Dais on 
is divided horizontally into two sections of about —Wm. Heckling, Master, Dalston ; Joseph Drury, 
equal depth. The upper section is on hinges, so Secretary, Dalston. 125, Rose Hill- James H. 
as to open like a chest. The seam between the Beynon, Master, Ternpun ville; James Roger, 
two sections is made air tight with listing or rub her Secretary,Everley. 126,Minesing—Rich’d. Dixon, 
Openings for ventilation are provided through the Master, Minesing; John Johnston, Secretary, 
floor and the roof. Around the inside, about Wo Minesing. 127, Armow—John Shier Master, 
inches above the floor, is nailed a narrow strip on Armow; Benj. Smith, Secretary, Armow. 128, 
which rests boards fitting close to the hives and Milton—Geo. Browridge, Master, Milton West ; 
forming a second floor,which may be permanent or Henry Wellnott, Secretary, Milton, west 129, 
removable, according to convenience. If I used Treadwell—Wm. Murdock, Master, Chas. Rap 
a hive having honey boxes placed on the sides, I ley,Secrerary, Nappertown. 130, Edmonton John 
would make it removable, otherwise permanent. Cation; Master,Edmonton; John Watson,Secretary, 
The object of this is to give free circulation of air Edmonton. 131, Grimsby—D. Nixon, Master, 
round the entrance of the hives but exclude it when Grimsby; Jonathan Carpenter, Secretary Grimsby, 
desired from the upper chamber till it has passed 132, Arkona—Stephen Cornell, Master, Arkona; 
through the hives and been warmed by the bees. Jacob Wintemute, ‘Secretary, Arkona. ^ 134, 
The upper chamber is the most important feature Crown Hill—John Darby, Master, Barrie; Thos. 
of the house. When the weather is unsuitable Drury jr., Secretary, Barrie. 134, Snowdrop 
for bees to fly, the light boards are made to turn John Jameson, Master, ijanesville; Joseph Bell, 
up and close the entrance perfectly tight asd dark. Secretary, Lucknow. 135, Keloin W. Auld, 
Then the warmth arising from four stocks of bees Master, Warwick; J. Thompson Secretary, War- 
is combined in the upper chamber aud retained by wick. 136, Bloomfield—Henry West, Master, 
proper adjustment of the ventilators, so that no Chatham; Francis Dolson, Secretary, Chatham.

"Lord Polwartli’s rams are the Bates of the 
Border Leicester, sheep. Look what they make 
every year! There is no man who has done any
thing in the show-yard in Border Leici stem but 
has drawn more or less from Lord Polworth’s 
stock. Are they themselves show yard sheep? 
Why does a practical hard working farmer give 
Lord Polworth 195 guineas for a tup? He could 
buy one at 20 guineas that would beat him in a 
show-yard. The latter would beat the former in 
a show-yard ; but the practical farmer knows that 
his stock would not, and that makes all the differ- 

It is well known that Lord Palwarth has 
bred from the best of his own stock for a great 
number of years. They are close bred, and im
prove the stock wherever used If he were to fol
low the advice of the writers in the Agricultural 
Gazette he would not stick to high-bred ones, but 
would select th ck-fleshed, well wooled sheep from 
“A pains taking breeder,” and would, I hav< no
doubt, spoil his own flock, and thereby also injitr*^ 
the breed of the Border Leicester throughout the

Care of Bees.

summer

ence

country.
• So it is with Bates and Booth cattle of high 

descent. The big prices are the very things that 
keeps the strains pure and helps to fertilise the 
whole Shorthorn world. There is a certain potency 
in a small quantity of this high-bred-blood—latent 
it may have been in the original—but when mixed 
with that of more plebean origin it finds its way 
into those thick-fleshed animals which "pains
taking breeders” like to see.”

Mr. Charles G. Boemer, of Vervey, Switzerland 
County, Indiana, reports the result of microscopic 
examinations recently made by him to determine 
whether pork in that locality was affected with 

Out of 187 slaughtered hogs ex- 
found to be affected. Three of

trichina.
amined, 11 were 
these contained encysted trichina spiralis, and 
eight various other forms The parts examined 
were the ham, shoulder and tenderlion. A mag
nifying power of from 50 to 100 diameters most 
distinctly revealed the parasite when present; a 
higher power cut off the light too much, 
found in the muscles of a rat he examined, 
trichina indentical with those in the flesh of swine.

He also
;■
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When the whey is drawn off and the rat tipped 
down one end, the curd is then heaped on each side 
of the vat, leaving a space in the middle to allow 
the remainder of the whey to pass off. I may here 
state that where the “sliute” or flood gate is not 
used, there ought to be, in the Cheddar system, a 
faucet in the vat, to allow the whey to pass off as 
it drains from the curd. After the curd has laid in 
a heap on the bottom of a vat for fifteen minutes 
or half ftn hour, and the original particles of curd 
have become amalgamated into a solid mass, it is 
then Cut into convenient pieces with a knife and 
turned over, and so left until the curd has become 
sour enough for grinding and salting; which is de
termined by the taste of the whey that drains from 
the curd. This whey should have a sharp, sour 
milk taste, which can be understood by any intel
ligent clieesemaker after a few days’ experience. 
The curd is then torn by hand into strips of two or 
three pounds weight and allowed to cool a shore 
time, in order to allow the butter in it to become 
solid enough so as not to escape during the opera
tion of grinding. The curd is then ground into
small pieces, averaging about the size of hickory
nuts. Five hundred pounds can be ground by the 
hand with McAdam’s curd mill, in from five to ten 
minutes, according to the toughness of the curd 
and the muscle of the operator. The salt is then 
immediately added and mixed thoroughly at the 
rate of from 1J to2£lbs. per 1,000 lbs.milk, accord
ing to circumstances and the season ; the curd is 
then ready to be put in the hoops for pressing.

2d. Mode of procedure when jfche milk we have to 
handle is from whatever cause] sour or partially so. 
You are well aware that when milk is partially sour 
it will coagulate in the same length of time as 
sweet milk with the addition of considerable less 
rennet But I usually add more rennet, instead 
of less, so as to have the cogulation occur very 
nuicklv As soon as the rennet has completed its 
office, I commence cutting and working curd much 
more rapidly than usual. In such cases I use very 
little heat in scalding, seldom heating over 86 or 
90 ° according to the severity of the case, and m 
some’ instances when the milk is very sour, I do not 
think that it is advisable to heat the curd at all 
after coagulation.

=£=■£St-SSS
Ohio.
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ftorfe and fairy.
Corn Fodder.

usually dig our early potato crop between the 4th of 
July and the 10th of August, and as fast as the 
potatoes are taken out put in corn by running fur
rows with one-horse plow four feet apart, and three 
deep, in which we plant corn thick enough to m- 
sureone every 10 or 12 inches, then throw a good 
furrow on the corn and follow on the top of the 
rows with a roller. I keep 15 horses and mules 
and 5 cows, none of which have been fed with hay 
from the 1st of October te the present date only as 
chopped feed with middlings from the mill, but 
have had plenty of corn fodder, which they will 
eat in preference to good timothy hay. My horses 
and mules are kept at work steadily and kept in 
cood condition. I consider my corn crop, grown 
on potato, ground worth more than a crop oftur- 
nipiT As evidence of value placed on corn fodder 
bv stock men, I have known the blades taken 
hundreds of miles to feed to race horses in prefer- 
encetofeedinggoodhay. -[E. T. (market gardener), 
Jefferson Co., Ky.] 
main support op

IMPORTANCE IN DAIRY PRACTICE.
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full growth. The second mistake was the bleach 
ing process. “After curing for several days, turn
ing twice in the mean time,” he “hauled ltupon a
meadow and spread out for several days and then
bound up in stooks.” Then, in consequence of 
heating under the bands, it was “all «pread out 
again, turning several times,” &c. No wonder that 
-fit is good for nothing.” What kind of grass 
or clover would stand that amount of bleaching 
and be good for anything? - acr-corn is be 
coming a very important part ot u W fanning, 
since it can be sown as late as the middle of June 
with good success, after an early drouth has short
ened the grass crop.

The common practice here is to cut with the 
reaper, if the growth is not too large nor the ground 
too soft. Let it lie a day or two if the weather is 
fair, and set up in shocks large enough to stand 
firmly, and bin .1 not too tight. It is better to bind 
with two bands, one quite near the top. Let ii 
remain until cold weather. There is a great deal 
more fodder corn injured in the barn than in the 
shock. There is another method practiced where 
it is intended to follow the com with wheat or rye: 
Sow early with an early variety, so as to get a 
mature growth. To harvest, bind m small bundles, 
Bet three or four together, let stand a week or two, 
as you can afford the time before plowing; then 
haul on a meadow, or some grass plot near the 
bam, and set up in large shocks and let remain 
until wanted, when it can be carried to the barn or 
hauled in as needed, a sled-load at a time. Not 
every farmer has barn-room enough for everything 
raised on the farm, and com will stand the weather 
better than straw, while straw is already in the 
barn, and it is considered a pretty hard job to 
store away several tons of fodder in a loft without 
being able to bring the elevator into use.—Cor. A. 

Tribunt.

ITScorn as a

TWENTY-EIGHT HEAD OF STOCK.
The article condemning sowing com so unspar, 

inaly should not pass without notice. Mr Beek- 
man’s manner of curing was where the trouble lay; 
any kind of feed cured in that manner would be 
worthless. I will describe my mode of manage
ment and the results: As soon as we^got our corn 
planted last spring I put a plow a f°™j-acre
lot that never had any manure on it, but had not 
been run down; had it plowed, followed the plow 
and dropped in every second furrow-seam, about 18 
inches apart, from 10 to 20 grains of corn, then 
took a two-horse harrow and harrowed m. 1 hart 
designed to work some with shovel plow, but it 
came on very dry, and there were no weeds, so it 
wTnot worked at all. In September it was as 
tall as common corn, but was very thick on the 
ground. I hired a man to cut it up, as corn is 
usually cut, and tie it in shocks, paymglim $-per 
acre * We hauled some of those shocks day before 
yesterday, and I think Mr. B.’s cattle would have
eaten them without steaming. The cost of that Method 0f Making Fine Cheese by the

Cheddar or EajlUh System, Irom
has furnished the principal support for 28 head of Tainted, Sour and Fine Milk,
horses and cattle for the last two months, and rp^e mmt that is delivered at cheese factories is 
some left to feed next month. nofc always in the same state, sometimes being

As I have remarked, last summer was very tainte(l or partially putrid,—sometimes sour or 
drv and I did not mow tendons of hay with a uearly so,—and sometimes it is what it ought to be, 
stock of 30 head of horses and cattle to winter, and erfeot. I propose to describe the process, first, 
after mowing over 10 acres of ground the 1st of ^,ben the milk is all right; second when it is parti- 
July and getting about three tons of inferior hay, ally BOUr> aud third, when tainted.
I thought something must be done. There came J t The evening’s milk, when delivered at the 
some rain about the 10th of the month, and we ‘ ht to be cooled so that its temperature
plowed five acres of the lot that gave us the above- be from 58 ° to 02 ° in the morning. When
mentioned crop of hay, and sowed corn broadcast ^ mQming>s nlilk is added, it is heated to 80 ° , 
about the 20th of July. Sowed about 4 b"ah<'1® then enough rennet is added to coagulate the mass 
of seed to the acre; harrowed it in; did not touen &g nearly {orty minutes’ time as possible. W hen 
it till we were threatened with frost; got one ot my curd bas attained sufficient consistency, it is
neighbors to cut it with a self raking reaper, got cut four timea> twice with the horizontal curd
throe or four hands to stand it up in moderate- and twice with the perpendicular one, with
sized shocks, and tied it up well and let it stand interval between each cutting. The curd
until we wanted to use it. It would average about aa - ...............
six feet in height, and there was not less than -0 
tons of dry feed on the lot, and I find the account 
stands thus: For plowing five acres, $10; seed 
harrowing, and cutting, $15; shocking and use of 
land, $20; 20 tons of teed at $10 per ton, $-00,
^NovAo sum up—those two lots of fodder, nine 
acres in all, have wintered 28 head of milch cows 
and grown horses up to this time, with less gram 
than we usually use when we have hay . My cows 
eat it well, and we have not had occasion to throw
away five bushels of waste. We cut and steam it, | So‘de‘aiBna’te the method usually practiced, to 
and our cows milk well and give a go y I d:sHnmiish it from the grinding process which I
butter to the quantity of ^^^^tlmut till term Cheddar,] it is of importance to determine
as we ever had from hay. this was none w t o ige time at which to separate the whey
manure, grown on land that was m goodl con fromPthe curd. But in the manufacture of Cheddar
and we put no extra work curing; > 1 cheese it is not of the same importance, as the whey
moderate sized shocks, and let it stand until separated from the curd from half an hour
wanted to use it. I HnJ6 cornet A can get to an hour and a half before acidity is developed 
favor of sowed or drilled k enou„h to bc preCeptible; and on the other hand the
enough more off my ground to well afford to plow bc\uft 0P the curd till the acid is dis-

* y-

Z?.S,S tr;* S ! perature of tie evening’s rneas aboutC8 ° »

I reason in this way: Just as good cheese can be 
made without scalding at all, as with it. Lhe 
reason that we scald the curd, [if heating it to a 
temperature of 98° can be called scalding] is to 
develop the acid sooner; and if, when the curd is 
inclined to develop acid sooner than usual, we heat 
to a temperature of 90 ° to 98 ° , we hasten the 
action of the acid, which is the very thing we are 
trying to avoid. In other words, when the acid 
in the curd is developing too fast of its own accord 
we develop it still faster by means of heat, and 
thus aggravate the evil.

After this curd is cut up, the whey must be re 
moved from it as fast as it makes its appearance, 
and as soon as practicable the vat must be tipped 
down and the eurd thrown to the upper eud ot the 
vat. The curd at this stage is very sloppy, as i t 
contains considerable whey. One person should 
now cut it into small pieces with a knife, and an
other turn the pieces over and pile them in heaps, 
so as to liberate the whey which will run off m a 
continuous stream. When the curd has assumed a 
proper consistency, it must be ground and salted; 
the quantity of salt used must be according to the 
amount of whey contained in the curd, which is 
generally in such eases considerably more than 
usual In extreme cases, the whole process from 
the adding of the rennet to the mixture of the salt, 
can be performed in less than an hour, bo, when 
we have a vat of sour milk to handle, we must add 
more rennet to counterbalance its ac' ion on the 
nitrogenous ingredients of the milk, and thereby 
causing the cheese to ripen much quicker than it 
less renuet had been added.

I have found by experiment th it the cheese made 
from sour milk in the above manner will cure as 
fast as other cheese, but they require more annatto 
to make them of the same color as the other cheese, 
those sour milk Spores appearing to have a de
structive effect upon annatto; and that such cheese 
will have a tendency to mould, but the flavor will _
not be objectionable. , . . ,

3d When the milk to be made into cheese is 
tainted or has an excess of putrefactive spores. 
This tainted milk occurs in some localities in hot 
weather, and I think that the milk is damaged in 
most cases before it is drawn from the cow. 
But of course it can be greatly aggravated by being 
brought in contact with unclean milk-pails, stram-

Y.

is then gently manipulated and heated to 96 ° 
being taken to prevent the curd from packing 
the bottom of the vat; the time required for heat
ing being from an hour to an hour and a half. 1 he 
stirring Is continued for ten or fifteen minutes after 
the heat has been attained; the curd is then allowed 
to pack on the bottom of the vat where it lies un
disturbed until the separation of the whey from the 

Up to this stage the pro- 
' man

ufacturing cheese in the usual manner.
In the manufacture of the American cheese [I

, care
on

curd becomes necessary. . 
cess is almost identical with that practiced in 
ufaeturing cheese in the usual manner.

v
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t -jzz.-rrr^the morning before the morning’s milk is added, 

for I maintain the less that tainted or putrid milk is 
. cooled, so as not to be absolutely sour in the morn
ing, the better the product will be obtained, if the 
milk is properly handled.

With the single exception of the difference in the 
cooling of the milk, the process is the same with 
tainted milk as with good milk, until the separation 
of the whey from the curd. When tainted, we allow 
the whey to remain on the curd until acid is 
slightly perceptable, whether the curd is on the 
top of the whey or not. The whey is then drawn 
off and the curd handled as before. When the 
curd is badly tainted, and lying in 

-Jbottom of the vat, it will swell up to twice its 
original size; in fact it rises very much like dough 
under the action of yeast, and when broken emits 
an offensive odor.—The exact degree of acidity to 
be allowed to develop at this point is the most 
important, as well as the most difficult thing to de
termine in the whole management of floating curds, 
as the odor and taste of bosh the curd and whey

before coming in, and keeping it up through the 
season. The increase was one-third the quantity 
of milk and one-half the quantity of butter. This 
cow gave 6,278 pounds of milk in her t wentieth 
year. The flavor of flesh is also changed by feed
ing. This is proved by the domestication of fowls 
and animals. The flavor of milk, butter and cheese 
are also changed byf ceding.

“The German experiments of Kahn have resulted 
disastrously upon the public) mind. The experi
ments only reached over fourteen days. This was 
too short to test it. You cannot expect to modify 
the quality in two or three weeks. It must be pur
sued for one, two or three seasons. It is unfortu
nate t y weaken the confidence of the dairymen in 
the power of food as his great reliance in the pro
duction of quantity and quality of milk.”

Artificial Coloring of Cheese.
The Massachusetts Ploughman, in an editoral, 

“more about cheese, ” refers to the artificial coloring 
in terms not at all favorable. He says:

The use of annatto to color the cheese artificially 
is somewhat common in this country, though 
probably not so much so as in many other countries. 
Annatto, or annotto, is made from the red pulps of 
the seeds of an evergreen tree of the same name, 
found in the West Indies and in Brazil, by 
bruising and obtaining a precipitate. A variety is 
made in Cayenne which comes into the market in 
cakes of two or three pounds. The quantity used 
is rarely more than an ounce to one hundred pounds, 
and the effect is simply to give the high coloring so 
common to the Gloucester and Cheshire cheese, and 
to many made in this country. This artificial 
coloring is continued from an idle prejudice, 
somewhat troublesome to the dairymen, expensive 
to the consumer, and nothing to the taste or flavor 
of the article. The annatto itself is so universally 
and so largely adulterated, often by poisonous sub
stances, such as lead and mercury, that the prac
tice of using it by the chdese maker, and if requir
ing the high coloring by the consumer, might well 
be discontinued.

Improvement of Dairy Stock.
From a newspaper report, we learn that a state

ment was made at a meeting in Boston of the “Milk 
Producers’ Association,” that twenty years ago the 
annual production per cow in New England was 
200 gallons of milk, and that now it is more than 
double that quantity. Such a statement coming as 
it does with considerable authority, indicates a 
great improvement, either in cows or in the manner 
of keeping and caring for them. To double the 
average product in twenty years, is to make a re
markable improvement. But when we look at the 
figures, we see at once, not only that this advance 
ought to have been made, but also that there is 
room for a great deal of improvement in the future. 
Let us examine the statement. The average cow in 
New England gives 400 gallons, or more than five 
quarts per^lay. This is very far below what 
ought to b 1 done, although it is above the estimated 
average of cows in the State of New York, as given 
by Ur. Sturtevant. This estimate is that the 
average cow yields only thirteen hundred and fifty 
quarts, and the average of superior dairies is eight- 
teen hundred quarts. This allows only a trifle over 
four and one-third quarts per day 
common, and a little less than six quarts for the 
superior classes of cows, if they go dry two months 
of the year. That those who make butter, and 
judge of cow's by the quantity of butter instead of 
milk obtained, may get a fair idea of the income 
received from these cows, let us consider how much 
butter can be made from one of them in a year. 
Allowing twelve quarts of milk for one pound of 
butter (and on an average it will probably take as 
much as that), we have as the product of the 
average New England cow, one hundred and twelve 
and one-half pounds; and of the “superior dairies” 
of New York, one hundred and fifty pounds. 
Every one must admit that these figures are very 
low, and indicate an opportunity for continued im
provement. And as there are numbers of cow's 
which we know produce more than double the 
average amount and a great many more which far 
exceed it, there must be a vast number which fall 
far below even the low average given, and w hose 
rate of production is almost down to nothing.

It is plain that something ought to be done to 
ttill farther improve our dairy stock. Either bet
ter breeds should be introduced, or better cows of 
the same breeds that we now have should be ob
tained, or better care and feed should ho given— 
some of these things ought to be done. And just

to show what has been done by one man in New 
England, we will state that the record of “Maple
wood” herd in Fitchburg, Mass., as reported in the 
agricultural papers, shows that in 1872-73 sixteen 
Ayrshire cows averaged twenty-five hundred and 
eighty-nine quarts of milk, and according to 
former allowance of twelve quarts of milk for 
pound of butter, equal to two hundred and fifteen 
and three-fourths pounds of butter per cow. Years 
in which a less number of

our
Ione

cows were kept, this 
yield was considerably exceeded. For so large a 
herd, we think this is a very gooiW record. Now, 
if the cows throughout the country could show such 
an average, what an increase both in production 
and profit there would be. And we know no 
why cows cannot be as productive elsewhere as 
Fitchburg. If the same caie were exercised in 
selecting good stock, and in feeding and tending it, 
just as good results could be ob ; ined. This sub
ject is worthy of the thoughtful ai Mention of every 
man who is fortunate enough to own a cow. We 
hope the hints thrown out will be considered and 
acted upon, and that the time will soon come when 

average production of cows in this country will 
be less than twenty-four hundred quarts per 

year.—Live Stock Journal.
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that drains from it very much resembles acid, 
and are, in a great many instances, ^mistaken for the

notit.
The acid ought to be developed just enough to 

kill the taint and no more; and the result, not
withstanding the assertions of some to the contrary, 
will be a fine cheese. After the requisite amount 
of acid has been determined upon and the curd 
ground and salted, [using the same amount of salt 
as when not tainted,] the curd must be cooled and 
ventilated as much as possible before being put to 
press.

One other fact I wish to mention : It requires 
more milk to make a pound of cheese when tainted, 
than when it is net. One reason for this is that 
the curd has to be made more acid when tainted, 
and of course the more acid there is in the curd the 
less will be the quantity of cheese.

I have endeavored to tell you how I practice 
grinding. I will now try to tell you why I practice 
it. In the first place, I think it requires less milk 
to make a pound of cheese under equal circumstan
ces; and, in the second place, it does not tax the 
judgment of the cheesemaker so much, or require 
so much skill and attention; and, in the third place, 
I think that the cheese made properly by the 
Cheddar process will be closer and at the same 
time appear more rich and buttery and will cure 
faster.—Cheese, Market Review.

A General Road-Law for Cattle.
It seems strange that anyone can find an argu

ment in favor of permitting stock to run at large 
on the public highways, yet now and then therè 
are attempts to defend the practice. One of the 
most common, and the one having moat weight 
with unthinking people, is that it is a great oppres
sion of the poor man. This, if true, would be a 
strong argument. Even if not true, it is one that 
if raised as a question always frightens the legisla
tor. He depends for his position on the votes of 
the poor man as well as on the rich, and if the cry 
is raised that he has any disposition-to oppress the 
poor, the whole class takes sides against the can
didate and his election is lost. We think it proba
ble that there is no one who reflects at all on the
subject that can defend on any grounds the practice 
of permitting cattle to run at large on the high
ways; and it must be that this permission which 
is as unjust to the whole community as it is de
fenceless, would not be tolerated for a moment by 
any law-making body, were it not for fear of the 
cry of the oppression of the poor.

But so far as its being a measure of this kind, the 
fact is generall the reverse. In all those places 
where cattle are allowed to run at large, it is 
mostly found that the stock belongs to people who 
are not poor, but merely people who can very well 
afford to keep cattle in their own pastures, if they 
were so disposed. Thousands of poorer men who 
do not own anything of the kind, are in continual 
danger of annoyance and trespass from the cattle 
of their richer neighbors. Once in a while a poor 
man may have his solitary cow, which he turns 
along the roadside to pasture, but in the majority 
of cases there is enougn to make a drove which no 
poor man owns. We are quite satisfied that the 
“poor man” cry has no foundation, and that any 
legislature which desires to act justly and fairly in 
legislating against the nuisance, need not for a 
moment fear any serious efiects from it.

But lately we have seen another argument. It is 
that roadside cattle—goats, sheep, cows, and-eo- 
forth, are public benefactors and ought to be en
couraged. They are usually half starved, so it is 
said, and are glad to eat anything. So all sorts of 
noxious weeds that grow alongside the highways, 
and which in other events go to seed and scatter 
weeds on everybody’s land, are eaten off and so 
prevented from doing any damage. This looks 
well on paper, and to a law-maker, who has no 
knowledge of the subject, might be thought a 
strange one; but the truth is that generally these 
noxious weeds are avoided by cattle, and they 
rather grow stronger and produee more seeds for 
having the more harmless vegetation eaten away, 
and the whole ground given up for their more per
fect development and maturity. Usually, our law
makers have tried to dodge the main question, and 
prevent the running of cattle in spots by a sort of 
local option. Let them pluck up courage and pass 
a general law forbidding the cattle from running at 
large anywhere. It may be that there are some 
back-wood places, where population is sparse, and 
where no possible injury results to anyone from 
the practice. In such cases no one would be there 
to have the law enforced, and so no one would be 
hurt. It is only when- people aie likely to be in
jured that any appeal to the law is likely, and all 
such ought to have such protection when they de
sire it. Let us have a general law by all means. 
—Germanlwvn Telegraph.

Special Feeding.
HT F. W. STEWART.

We are indebted to the Utica Herald for the 
following abstract of this paper.

The extent of dairy industry, the cash value of 
its productions, exceeds the cotton, the wheat, the 
corn, the meat, and even the hay crops. The cow 
is the most economical manufacturer of animal 
food, but she can only select the elements that 
constitute milk, from vegetable food; she has no 
power of changing the elements. Daifymen should 
therefore understand animal nutrition, and know 
whether there is any advantage in special feeding. 
Since certain very partial experiments were made 
in Germany, dairymen have been told to seek 
quality of milk in the breed, and not in the food. 
This is as philosophical as it would be to seek heat 
in your dwelling from the pattern of the stove, and 
not from the fuel supplied. The best possible 
stove would be of little account without proper fuel. 
How are breeds produced? Has not the food been 
the primary element in developing the milking 
qualities of the breeds? As far back as the history 
of the cow' extends it has been the belief of the 
learned and unlearned, that both quantity and 
quality of milk may be increased by special feeding. 
The improvement of all animals has been caused 
first by food and climate. Whatever food will do 
in increasing the aptness of an animal to fatten, it 
will do under like circumstances, in increasing the 
quality and quantity of milk. Skillful feeding in
duces the characteristics which may be fixed by 
feeding. But feeding must be continued. An 
ordinary cow may be greatly improved by feeding. 
This I have proved by experience. With one cow 
1 began with oil-meal and bran, and continued 
through a season. Thus I gained a pound of butter 
from twenty-five pounds of milk, instead of one 
pound from thirty pounds of milk, which was the 
ratio before the special feeding. After another 
season I gained one pound of butter from twenty- 
three pounds of milk. This was a heifer. I tried 
a similar experiment with a six-year-old cow, and 
gained a large increase of milk. This was done

for each of the
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man loses a friend through making him a perman- wtonished tofind that they yielded
.. 1- -T' ->• -æ K s? ””

stitute, because the former soon disappears, w i J£“d Qn the land, and in some way launched 
I the latter lasts a lifetime into the gea. But if they had been right the re-

In your journey through life try to ma „ 4 wouj(p baVe been all the same.

upon the waters, and. «el Jake yourself impurities. Frozen see water makes fresh water 

, \Zb^Z “W trees I K^^Svert eve^bS wto know^mt make it tha^madeof purewater

i tod tb. .Moto... I to- «■ m Labor Conducive to Lime life “StaïïSÎ»”»”]*"8'
I low to hwrthe/anaer’.N/^tlmgsthsplow^ view of the short duration of life entailed by ------

!=-.ss=i=tss=~ ■

duration' of* life in the wealthy classes, arrived U and a flavor something hke opium These 
SSSSS’btSroSTSp-ftnLlaughbmster. 
nf<adong'ufeTd t^eirmeans’ le8SttieProbablllty I ^^^I^yI£^^y^Qj.*2^tCan8honr^when he 

° We hare so long been accustomed to consider into a deep haThaîpened^But like a
the W—5- |;r “ tiïttSSSX ïïn^tSîtSJaPr. suspect, he feels 
toti^iSo&ilityJf the duration of life the more tirçd and stupidjor it. 

lessens, with regard to adults m each oleMof the Varieties.

qualify yourselves for superior dutie^ Depend &nd thig ia especially true of persons who ......
upon it, that young man ia more 1 X . . I ^ave accustomed themselves to a busy life. drying of grapes, for making raisins, is be
gSod position in life who becomes profitent m two ------ coming alarme industry in California, the highly
or three continental “bef h bimard81 Earth Eating. saccharated fuiceok-the American grapes peculiar y
one, than the youth who is an exp fitting them for the purpose.

Never take the advice of those persons who are there aTe^ieople who eat earth ; among them The man is rich who has^a «“^^^opefuh

*4dH^oflnoe^7fiSg taMt Ywith a trade while * ^àTmaU quàntit^of potLsa and soda.^ ^

“«s rur bsgr,e*»A^tïïttTtr„-,u«f.y ™d«. f«.a. «.««.«.

im not «oeil the word difficulty with the right variety ;n their general diet. The cakes when sge dancing, hear music, wear jewels, blacken he 
l ulrawhich form the word, and pronounce it as ali htly moistened, are rich and unctuous, and the blow8> eat dainty food, sit at a window or view 

f Too mlny persons put the mean- enfoyment in eating is supposed to consist in the Jvself in a mirror, during the absence of her hus- 
taJTtheUtter word to the former, which accounts gJJtion produced by a fatty substance. It is a band. and it allows him to divorce her if shehasM 
fofso many difficulties in life never being over- curioU8 fact in the historyof human habits. ^ to he

C°The nearest way to wealth is often the farthest .Saying “Hateful” Things. has finished 1ns meal. . .
from honesty. , , What a strange disposition is that which leads Simfioweis were recommended by a commission

™ who turns his back on his work of a 'V“ “hateful” things for the mere plea* 0f European servants called by Bisinarck to n
ÿb.te1’ r111 *ioig,*“ “ l“ °*°“' ■«” »> “{vtoS™ ssjï^

fnl^to help a man on in life, but if you cannot get l^ ltihelld—a sneer which is masked, but which ^hich the soil would be so rich, as J 
that°help try to do without it The man who sat «ornpr^ d ,je mi8understood. It may be cellent oil from its seed good J" J? jL^d
Sül and expected his friends to make his fortune ^too j ^ y(mr mental feeling, your foolish an(, having a combustible stalk which can be used
for him came to the workhouse at last. 11 habits of thought, or some little secret opinions m tbe domestic fireplace.

Christmas comes but once a year, when h «good sed in a moment of genuine confidence. It t incident was witnessed in England
to be merry and wise. But it you are .m«rr/aM Ztters not how sacred it may be to you he will I A*trange ^ aftem00n> when the Park was 
Christmaswithout being wise, you may have cau haye hia fling at it; and since the wish 18Jo ™ake a Mahomedan excited great astomsh-
to be sad all the year round. . I vou suffer, he is all the happier the nearer he unrolling his praying mat on the green-

Many authors who write very pleasant atones ai 1 your heart. Just half a dozen words, ^ bneeling down, and with his face turned, to-
very unpleasant men themselves, when you come tbe pleasure of seeing a cheek flush and an s’Mecca, gravely performing a long act of de-
L know them. Actions speaks louder than words ^ b‘Jrightne38, only spoken because he is ^ “^Jiderable crowd assembled to con-
You cannot tell a man’s disposition by the cut of yQU are too happy or toojo^'J' JJt ^ the Mussulman, whose nationality was un-
his coat. ... ... , K„ I they are worse than so many blows. How y ,, tbat 0f an Indian subject of the Queen,

Emigration is not a cure for everyillwhich be-\ J' nights have such mean attacks caused Jho aY aredto be wholly unconscious of the
falls a working man. He may go further and fare ten(fer.hearted men! How, after them, oneawakes curioBityJh^cited

............t,.

JXing the advice of some one who has been there Elirions TIÜMgS About Ice. |,ll0 awakeus it; for sometimes the great .nan is
hlfore8 Strong arms and robust health are of more I R ;d the fact that ice is lighter than water, absorbed in his own greatness as *0 admi 
use than gentility and deportment in a rising coum 1 another curious thing about it which many other; and I should not hesitate to 8ay d-

were

A Farmer’s Wife I’ll be.
I mb « wild and laughing girl, Just turned of sweet sixteen, 
jj fun of fun and mischief as any you have seen;
And when I am a woman grown, no city beaux for me, .
If e'er I marry in my life, a farmer's wife I'll be.

I

Let other girls who love it best, enjojr the gloomy town
streets and dirty walks, to ramble up and down, 

fields and shady woods, and starry skies for me.
And dusty
n^'.fTmarry In my life, a farmer’s wife I'll be.
“ * "1 y 1 Prairie Farmer.
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IttuI* Horn's Sfprtmtttt. H timorous.40. What is it that grows in the woods and 
sings in the town, and earns its master many a 
crown? Spring is on hand. Lettuce have peas.

Why is the letter T like an Island ? Because 
it is the centre of water.

Why is a man ascendingVesuvius like an Irishman 
waiting'to kiss a pretty girl? Because he wants 
to get at the crater’s mouth.

Why should a novel-writer be an extraordinary 
looking animal ? Because of his tale coming out 
of his head. 1

re hotbeds for 
off from the 

row at your

Tom Ruston.
To My Nephews and Nieces.

I have ordered from England a small lot of the 
choicest Balsams, Asters, Stocks, Heddewigii, 
Phlox Drummonrlii, Cockscombs, Zinnias, Globe 
Amaranthus, &c., and many of them cost such high 
prices that we can only put a few seeds in a pack- 

We give you three of these choice packages 
Prizes for the best three 

puzzles or chàrades (original) for Uncle Tom’s 
Department :— 1st, one Janesville Grape-vine; 2nd, 
six CoL Cheney Strawberry plants; 3rd, three 
packages choice flower seeds. Answers to be in by 
the 20th of May.

SQUARE WORDS.

41. A Biblical personage, a robber, a bird, to 
turn aside, a division of the year.—Canadian Ciff

42. A title, a division of the earth, a girl’s 
name, part of a musical instrument.

Jas. H. Cross, Caledonia.age.
for one new subscriber. A man’s name, a city of Europe, a woman’s 

Jas. H. Houser, Canboro.
43.

name, tidy. Time to begin gardening, prepai 
early plants, boxes to keep the bu 
cucumber, and a pile of atones to XI received a letter from my niece, Effie Hanes, 

“ Sunshine Hall,’’ together with a piece of poetry, 
but, owing to its length, I regret not being able to 
publish it. Uncle Tom.

neighbor’s hens.
A man may grow to weigh a ton
Who feasts his mind with pungent fun;
But he who scorns its simple sway
Oft yields to crime an easy prey.

A reporter graphically describes the effect of a 
storm in the North Sea: -“While the storm was at 
its highest the vessel heeled to the larboard, and the 
captain and another cask of whiskey rolled over
board. ”

There is, in a Western State, a woman so cleanly 
that she rubs the dirt off the firewood before she 
puts it into the stove. Another woman tries to 
beat this by pulling the growing beets every mom- 
ing and washing the dirt off them.

He blushed a fiery red; her heart went pit-a-pat; 
gently hung her head and looked down at the 

mat. He trembled in hie speech; he rose from 
where he sat, and shouted with a screech, “You’re 
sitting on my hat !”

Sunday-school teacher said to one of her pupils: 
“Johnny, why don’t you invite your friend Billy 
to come to Sabbath-school with you?" Johnny 
looked up with a grin full of intelligence,and equally 
full of teeth, and said: “I know you, teacher; you 
want to get Billy inter the class so’s you can 
chromo for a new scholar.”

Piety and business are very pleasantly 
in the following copy of a circular, which 
cently been issued by a commercial 

bay : “Sirs : We have the pleasure to inform you 
our respected father departed this life on th 
instant. His business will be continued by his 
beloved sons, whose names are stated below. The 
opium market is quiet, and Malwa 1600 frs per 
chest. ‘O grave, where is thy sting t Oh death*
where is thy victory ?’ We are yours, truly----- .’

A certain Bishop in the House of Lords rose to 
speak, and announced that he should divide what 
he had to say into twelve parte, when the Duke of 
Wharton interrupted him, and begged he might be 
indulged for a few minutes, as he had a story to 
tell which he could only introduce at that moment. 
A drunken fellow was passing by St. Paul’s at night, 
and heard the clock slowly chiming twelve. He 
counted the strokes, and when it had finished 
looked towards the clock and said, ‘Hang you ! 
Why couldn’t you give us all that at once ?’” There 
was an end of the bishop’s story.

A farmer’s lad was crossing a field where a very 
wild and ferocious bull vu allowed to roam at 
large. When the boy had about reached the mid
dle of the field, he suddenly saw the bull, with 
head lowered, rushing furiously at him. Being 
accustomed to manage cattle, he was in no way 
disconcerted, but ran to a tree near by and com
menced running round it, with the bull after him; 
presently he caught the bull by the tail and com
menced belaboring him unmercifully with a stick. 
The bull, finding that “tail" was turned, started 
off at a run (the boy swinging on to him), but the 
faster he ran, the more the boy belabored him, 
until finally he commenced bellowing. “Oh,” 
says the boy, increasing his blows, “you may bel
low, but I’d like to know who started this.'”

One of the students at Davidson’s College, who 
was too lazy to do anything right, was in tne habit 
of «leaning out his lamp chimney by running his 
finger down as far as he could and twisting it round. 
After he had cleaned it out in this partial man
ner, one day not long ago, a fellow student took it 
up and earned it to the residence of one of the 
professors, with the inquiry, “YVhy is it that this 
chimney is smoked just up to this point and no 
further ?” The learned gentleman entered into an 
elaborate scientific explanation of why it was, 
arguing with great lucidness, and citing various 
anthonties to show the correctness of his reasoning. 
When he had finished,the student said to him, “No, 
sir, you are wrong.” “Why is it then?” inquired 
the professor. "Because the fellow’s finger wasn’t 
long enough to reach any further,” replied the 
student.1

Uncle Tom. I

31. HIDDEN FRUIT.
Answers to April Puzzles.

21.—Champlain. 22.—Persevere and succeed. 
23.—1, Elba, Lear, balm, army ; 2, Long, opal, 
name, glee. 24.—Sin, ire, net. 25.—Rural. 26. 
—A crown. 27.—A thistle in my foot.
Ship. 29.—Inn, fan, sigh (infancy).
Scowl; 2, trash.

I shall take a nap, please do not disturb me.
See what a beautiful plumage the bird of Para

dise has.
Tom, have you been lame longer than I ?

* We had a big gale Monday.
I looked in the mill and saw at the bottom a 

toad.
We feared a tempest was coming.

28.— 
30.—1,

Hattie Haviland. Answers Received to April Puzzles.—Frank 
S., Paris; Tabitha West, MoGillivray; G. A. Gor
don, Colborne ; J. W. Ryan, Montreal ; E. M., 
Monckton; F. Lowry Richardson; Miss Alice 
Dunlop, Midland; Jas. H. Cross, Caledonia ; Jno. 
H. Houser, Canboro; Thos, J. Ritchie; W. Wright, 
Chicago; Bella McDougall, West Winchester; 
Maggie C. Millar, Spencerville; Lizzie York, Os- 
goode; Canadian Ciff, South Granby; Thos. Inch, 
Ottawa ; Frank Lawson, Nilestown; Willie A. 
Rutherford, Millbank; Minnie A. Johnston, Corn-

s
32. hidden name.7

1 am composed of sixteen letters. My 10, 3, 4, 
9, 6 is a useful animal. My 7, 4, 2, 12 is a bird. 
My 13, 3, 8, 14 is an animal. My 9, 7, 8, 16 is a 
bird. My 15, 14, 14, 6, 4 is an animal. My 5, 15, 
3, 9, 16 is a domestic fowl. My 1, 11, 12 is a 
drink. My whole is the name of a disitnguished 
U. S. statesman. F. Lowry Richardson.

i
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r

wall.33. Place the several figures under 10 in such a 
way that by adding them down they will amount

Tabitha West, McGillivray.
34. Place four nines so as to equal one hundred.

Frank Parkinson, Teeswater.

i-
Ans-wers for March Received too Late for 

April No.—Jas. H. Cross, Caledonia; Jos. Hynes, 
San Francisco; E. Finn, Winnipeg; E. W. Burley, 
Cressy; Jas. Lyons, Quebec ; Thos. Jas. Ritchie, 
South Dunmore; Margaret J. Stevenson, Diamond.
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35. I am least of the feline race,
And also fill a humble place;
I always grow above the ground,
And if I’m sought am easy found;
My dress is silky, soft anti white,
And I always am the child’s delight; 
Although I am of noble birth,
Sometimes I lay upon the earth;
But after all I’ll let you know 
lhat in a tree I always grow.

Jno. H. Houser, Canboro.

Comiques—Selected.
What is a modem poet’s fate?
To write his thoughts upon a slate—
The critic spits on what is done,
Gives a wipe,—and all is gone!—Hood.

A bed and a pillow of precious stones
Give very poor rest to aching bones.—“Life in China.**

The mouse that trusts to one poor hole,
Can never be a mouse of any soul.—Pope.

Critics on verse as squibs 4>n triumph wait,
Proclaim their glory and augment their state;
Hot, envious, noisy, proud, the scribbling fry 
Bum, hiss and bounce; waste paper,stink and die.

Why is a garden’s wlldered maze 
Like a young widow fresh and fair?

Because it wants some hand to raise
The weeds that have no business there.—Moore.
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36. Mr. Honest having 24 sheep that he wished 
to fatten, and he being blind, had them placed in 
eight pens, so that in going to them every day he 
could count nine in a row. Mr. Cheat also having 
four that he wished to fatten, placed them in Mr. 
H. ’s pens so that he could not detect them, there 
being only nine in a row. Mr. C. finding out that 
they were fat enough to sell, went one dark night 
and slipped out his own four, also taking four 
more belonging to Mr. H., then placing them again 
so as to have still nine in a row. How was this 
done? John Fowler, Bellevue Farm.

ew
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Iels If you are wise, just use your friend,
Like a cigar, I say;

Suck him as long as you can draw,
Then throw the wretch away.—‘‘Ksickbrbockbr.’*

he

ion There’s many a man hath more hair than wit.—Shakespeare.
The sun which yearly melts the polar ice,
Has quite the contrary effect on vice.—Byron.

Some have at first for wit*, then poets parsed,
Turned critics next, and proved plain fools at last.—Pope.

If beards long and bushy true wisdom denote,
Then Plato must bow to a hairy he-geat.—Lucian.
Man is a steerer; life is a pool;

We wrestle and fustle,
For riches we bustle ,

Then drop in the grave and leave a’ to a fool.—Hooo,
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RIDDLES.,ves
ised 37. What’s that which often set at nought 

Might well by royal hands be sought,
And is for wounding uses wrought.
’Tis that which wounds but sheds no blood, 
Whose might has the whole world subdued 
And furnished all mankind with food.
From it empires take their rise 
Without a human sacrifice;
Source of all trade and merchandise,
’Tis that which every land befriends, 
Health, wealth and sweet contentment 

sends,
The throne upon its might depends.,

E. M., Monckton.
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.... Marriage is like 
A cast of dice !—Happy indeed his lot 
W ho gets a good wife, one of morals pure 
And withal easy temper; but alight on 
A gadding, gossiping, expensive jade,
And Heaven deliver thee ! There is not 
In the habitable globe so dire 
As this devil in she’s clothing!—Epicuarnus.—Peter.

a torment
!

Ah, gentle dame.s it gars me greet 
To think how money counsels sweet 
How money lengthened, sage advices,
The husband fraethe wife despises.—Burns. 

Three cups of wine a prudent man may take;
The first of these for constitution’s sake;
The second to the girl he loves the best,
The third and last, to lull him into rest.
Then home to bed; but if a fourth he pours,
It is the cup of sorrow, and not ours.—Knickerbocker. 

Inspiring, bold John Barleycorn!
What dangers thou eançt make us scorn !
WV tippeny we’ll fear no evil,
WV usquebac we’ll face the Devil.—Burns.

Oh ! who would fight, and march and countermarch,
Be shot for sixpence, in a battle-field,
And shovelled up into a bloody trench,
Where no one knows? and all for fame !
Not I !—Tennyson.
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38. In spring I look gay, decked in comely 
array ;

In summer more clothing I wear;
When colder it grows I fling off my clothes, 
And in winter quite naked appear.

Jennie M. Lynn, Linton.
- «

I
Luke had one before,
Pearl had one behind,
Silas had one in the middle,
And John, poor fellow, had none at all.

Bessie, Oxford Mills.

39.
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ft o tes oi___ There are two kinds of nutmegs—one of

an oval shape, the product of a wild plant—the 
other nearly round, is raised from the plant under 
cultivation, and much superior to the former. The 
nutmeg is much employed in cooking, but. is said 
to possess great narcotic powers, if taken in large 
quantities, and should therefore be used with 
Mace is the membrane which surrounds the shell 
of the nutmeg.

The Clove-tree, Guava and Pomegranate all be
long to the Myrtle family. The stem of a full- 
grown clove-tree is from eight to twelve inches, and 
sometimes considerably more, in circumference,and 
the highest branches usually from forty to fifty 
feet above the ground; though there are many 
trees not higher than a cherry tree, and lapen w'ith 
fruit. The tree does not begin to bear till seven or 
eight years old, but remains fertile till seventy-five 

hundred years old. It is a native of the East; 
but is now cultivated in the West Indies and other 
parts of the world.

Ginger is the tuber of a plant originally a native
It is now 

There are

Dutch Sauce for Fish.
Half a teaspoon of flour, two ounces of butter, 

four tablespoonfuls of vinegar, the yelks ot two 
eggs, and juice of half a lemon; salt to taste, rut 
all the ingredients, except the lemon juice, into a 
stew-pan: set it over the fire, and keep continually 
stirring. When it is sufficiently thick, taka it on, 
as it should not boil. If, however, it happens to 
curdle, strain the sauce through a tammy, add the 
lemon-juice, and serve. Tarragon vinegar may be 
used instead of plain, and, by many, is considered 
far preferable.
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Prizes.
I offer, this month, two prizes for Minnie May’s 

Department:—1st. prize, 3 packages of flower 
seeds (a choice lot, ordered from England), for the 
best original article on “ The Flower Garden; ” 
2nd. prize, 3 packages do., for the best collection 
of recipes for cooking, &c. The recipes must be 
those that have béen tried and found useful. Copy 
to be sent in not later than the 20th inst.

care.

To Destroy Bugs, Ants, etc.
No insect which crawls can live under the ap

plication of hot alum water. It will destroy red 
and black ants, cockroaches, spiders, chinch bugs 
and all the myraids of crawling pests which infest 
our houses during the heated term. Take two 
pounds of alum and dissolve it in three or four 
quarts of boiling water; let it stand on the stove 
until the alum is all melted; then apply it with a 
brush while nearly boiling hot, to eveiy joint and 
crevice in your closets, bedsteads, pantry shelves 
and the like. Brush the crevices in the floor of 
the skirting or mop boards, if you suspect that 
they harbor vermin.

“ Minnie May.”

Chicken Jelly. or a
Take a large chicken, cut into small pieces; 

bruise the bones and set the whole into a stone jar, 
with a cover that will make it water tight. Put 
the jar in a kettle of boiling water, and keep it 
boiling for three hours. Strain off the liquid, and 
season it lightly with salt, pepper and mace, or 
with loaf sugar and lemon juice, according to the 
taste of the person for whom it is intended. Re
turn the chicken fragments to the jar, and set it 
again in a kettle of boiling water. You will find 
that you can collect nearly as much jelly by the 

This jelly can be made from an

rof Gingi, in India, whence its name, 
largely cultivated in the West Indies, 
two kinds—the white and black—which, however, 
differ only in the mode of their preparation, 
black is inferior. This spice is stimulating to the 
digestive organs, and not only agreeable but whole
some, though it should be used with moderation.

Cinnamon is the inner bark of a tree which 
grows both in the East and West Indies. The best 
quality is scarcely thicker than paper, and comes 
in long pieces of a light yellow color. The dark 
colored cinnamon is inferior.

Black Pepper is the fruit of the pepper vine of 
the East Indies. When purchased ground, it is 

almost universally adulterated. The or
dinary pepper of the shops does not con
tain more than an eighth or sixth part of 
genuine pepper, and the very best one- 
lialf—the rest being ground rice or husks 
of mustard. It is a powerful stimulant, 
carminative and rubefacient, as a condi
ment peculiarly useful to people of cold 
habits or weak digestion.

White Pepper is merely the black 
pepper soaked in water till the outside 
skin softens, and can be easily rubbed 
off. It is greatly inferior to the black 
pepper, having only about one fourth its 
strength, and a mere trace of its more 
valuable constituents.

The

Washing May.
Of all the days of the week perhaps none' is 

found more disagreeable, or which requires the 
physical powers of our wives aud daughters to be 
exerted so much, as washing day. When the 

How to Make an Omelet. body ig over-taxed the mind is apt to become
One of "the last articles from the pen of Pierre irritated, and sometimes discomfort ensues in the 

Blot is given to the readers of Harper’« Bazar. We household. Perhaps the inventive genus ot man 
copy so much of it as may assist in prevent
ing the appearance of those abominations 
of the table, poor omelets:—“ It is of the 
first importance to have an omelet pan, and 
never use it for anything else. When the 
omelet is made the pan should be put away 
in a dry place, upside down; when needed 
put it on a slow fire, and as soon as it gets 
heated a little take a kitchen towel, wipe it 
well, but never wash an omelet pan unless 
sometliing unclean happens to get into it.
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IPÜ" S* : - 'Proportions, about one 
four eggs, and a pinch of salt.
Salt the eggs and beat them with a fork.
Have a brisk fire; put the butter into the 
pan, and set it over the fire. Shake and 
move the pan in every way so as to melt 
the butter as fast as possible, aud without 
allowing any of it to turn brown. When 
melted turn the eggs in, and by means of a 
fork stir so as to heap up the part cooked, 
allowing the other part that is liquid to 
come in contact with the pan, and so on 
until nearly the whole is solified. 
doubled up; that is, one-half is turned over the 
other with the fork, commencing on the side of 
the pan to which the handle is attached. Then 
have a warm dish, which ÿou place on your left 
hand, take hold of the handle of the pan with the 
right, the fingers underneath and the thumb on 
top; raise the left side of your loft hand so as to 
have the right side of the dish inclined, and then 
turn the pan upside down right over the dish, and 
the right hand moving from right to left, so that 
the upper side of the omelet when in the pan will 
be the under side when in the dish, and you have

Hfl Allspice, Pimento or Jamaica Pepper, 
is the berry of a tree which grows in South 
America, and in the island oi Jamaica. 
It is an agreeable aromatic, and the 
mildest of all the common spices.

m
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HP'S
WASHING-MACHINE.

Hints for the Household.has been exerted more to procure a superior labor j 
savin» machine to lighten this work than any 
other? as thousands of washing machines have been ; 
invented, and there are many kinds in use that j ^ mosquitoes.

BEiBHEs SB i .Z.rpârsEE*EEr^=l te ! aw îw
machine is very simple. It has three wooden ( stretched and pressed.
rollers-two lake and one small-on which are Or.EANlNf: Tinware.-An experienced house- 
placed several stout rubber bands, as shown m j keeper says the best thing for cleaning tinware is 
the accompanying cut. There are two requisites common soda. She gives the following directions: 

ft- ini™ and tastv omelet as smooth as the to work this machine successfully; one is to have Dampen a cloth and dip m soda and rub the ware

ssr.srss s-ssk a «-■«»« >«“ vr i «** » ?«„• ? »«,« sl“1vr"V"
firm. The machine is small, and can be put on SQak over night; in the morning pour off the 
any wash tub. water, then add three and a half pounds of grease,

Make a^yrup the proportion of three pounds of ----- bod till thick, turn into a pan until cool, and then
sugar to half a pint of water. Boil and skim until « s cut in bars.
clear. Have ready the strained juice of held V Wash Hair Brushes.—Hair brushes, liow-
strawberries. It is best to let it drip through a While spices of all kinds are so largely used in ,. . may be washed and kept good fur years,
bag without pressure, so as to be clear. Allow every family, it may be interesting to know some- . 0f stiffness, by putting a small hand-
two and a half pints of strawberry juice to the ^ing of the history of the trees or plants which soda into a pint jug of boiling water. When the
half pint of water. After you add this, let it boil bear them. T, . socfa is melted, put in the brush and stir it about
hard for not more than five minutes. Take it trom The Nutmeg is a native of tne Moloccas. It is i Rinse it in cold water, and dry in the
the lire before it loses its fine color, and pour hot Ta,rcely cultivated in Sumatra, and lias been intro- , fire# The quicker it drys, the harder
into self-sealing jars—the kind that only need the du°ed into the West Indies. At the time of the sun or uy be
odor°>f the’freah strawberry wLn opened months amfov’mthem the gbntCaimri trees spread their One of the best methods  ̂jemmug the success 
afterward, and flavors ice-cream delightfully. Wh^Jo Jg---. -£î£SKW* S

heavy winas which, ° „0:i ab0ut an inch below to receive the roots as
Isinglass boiled in spirits of wine will produce destroy the tree and f . o{ ^ tree they strike. The clean sand prevents the roots
fine transparent cement, which will unite broken kernel oum wi . . . shell which is itself from rotting. A correspondent succeeded with

g- rnd9perieectly seem-ef.raCtUVe “ I “dï hytye^f ttie^knownls this when efery other mode failed.

Then it is
Carbolic acid sprinkled in small quantités about 

will abate those intolerable nuisance, fleas IN
The Delawai
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flotes of the Saitim & Jattii. Greening and Newtown Pippin will not answer ex
pectations, in high latitudes. It is a good plan, in 
buying trees, to leave the selection to the nursery
man, if he be competent and trustworthy, advising 
him of the locality, soil, exposure, &c., that he may 
choose the sorts accordingly.

on when once the Company l3 fairly in operation.” 
Y\ e learn that there have been shipped to England 
already 200,000 lbs. of fresh meat; 50,000 lbs of 
turned meats soups, &c.; 45,000 lbs. of salted 
meat; oOO hides, and large quantities of poultry 
game, &c. The works seem to be exceedingly 
well arranged, but considerable improvements in 
the shape of a large permanent establishment and 
homes for the employes are centemplated. The 
Gazette sayà “ Already the farmers in the adjoin
ing townships have begun to realize the advantages 
resulting from the location in their midst of a te
gular and remunerative cash market for their beet 
cattle, pork, poultry, &c. We believe no better 
investment was ever made by the municipalities 
than the bonus which secured the location of this 
Company.”

Potatoes and the Wire Worm.
The Gardener's Magazine gives the following 

method for exterminating the wire worm: The 
simplest and surest way to get rid of wire worms, 
is to plant potatoes everywhere as a first crop, and Garden Hedges,
take them up afterwards and cook them for poultry. One of the many difficulties that a . ardener has 
By this very simple means of procedure, any piece to contend against is to screen liis grounds from 
of ground may be completely cleared of wire worms, the cutting wintry blasts. A keen January north - 
As a matter of course, it requires judgment to easter coming across a large expanse of open coun- 
carry it into effect. The wise way of proceeding try on to a plantation of conifers and shrubs, will 
18 .. trench and manure in the usual way, j pot only cause them to present a miserable appear-
as if wire vvorms were unknown. A lot of ance, but often so injure them that they will look 
chats should be saved, and kept in the dark as if they had passed through a severe fire. When 
until wanted, because if they get green the grounds are placed in this position, there is nothing 
wire worm will not take to <liem. When the better than to stem the blast by a thick plantation 
ground is in a nice condition, dig in the potatoes of Scotch and Spruce Fir.
quite thick, and in a week take them out and cook But when the position is open without beiu» ex- 

may sefd and go ahead,thoroughly posed, hedges will be found to be suliicieut to stem 
sa^ished that the ground is clear of wire worms, the cold winds. The gardener shoubl be careful to 
The cost and trouble a ounts to almost nothing, have hedges in keeping with his grounds. There 
and it is a capital use forchats where they arc not is nothing more unsightly than a common haw- 
wanted for the pigs. Potatoes will rid any ground thorn hedge near a garden hedge, for, although a 
of mre worm, and it will actually pay in the case , great deal of sentiment is written about” the 
of land newly broken up from pasture to grow “ shade of the thorny bush," it is decidedly 
potatoes on, m order to cairy away the wire worm. ip keeping with the farmer’s field than the gar - 
The pest soon passes away m land devoted to pota- dener's domain. It is very frequent that in large 
toes They love the root, they are lifted with it, grounds hedges have to be made to hide 
and very few of them get back to earth again. sightly patch of ground or a part of a vegetable

garden. Then, if the position is not too much ex
posed, there is nothing more suitable than the 
Cedrus deudara. This, planted in some good fat 
loam, at convenient distances apart, will not fail 
to give satisfaction. For the first year or two they 

be allowed to grow freely, and then when they 
have begun to close toward each other, there out
side branches should be carefully pruned so as to 
allow them to grow upwards and expand into 
thick quid shapely hedge. The only other juniper 
that really makes good hedges is J. virt/inia, 
mouly called the “red cedar.’’—Gardener’s htaeja-

;|
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Oats for Horses. i
i

Of all the cereals there is none that we are in
clined to give a higher place to than the oat. 
Wheat is, it is true, the breadstuff above all others, 
and every other variety has its own place and its 
peculiar property in which it excels every other 
grain, but there is none more healthful 
strengthening as food for man— none that confers 
power and vigor to the horse, man’s best friend;

invariably and in a higher degree than oats, 
if in good condition and of good quality.

And there is no grain in which there is a greater 
difference between the samp'es. Oats well saved 
is a giv r and preserver of health ; oats badly 
saved, musty and mouldy, are "injurious to the 
health, and the horse should never be allowed to 
eat them.

r
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Value of Soot.
This substance contains ammonia, carbon, and 

a certain oil; and is, therefore, applicable to corn, 
wheat, &c. Some writers have asserted that if the 
seed of Indian corn be mixed with this substance 
and ashes, it is not so liable to be affected with 
smut. But it seems more probable that the growth 
of the fungus, or rather its development, d. pends 
on a lack of vitality in the plant from some cause, 
and, consequently, there is a resting place for the 
spores in the same way as other fungi are produced 
on decaying trees and logs. If this is the case, the 
soot can only act like other manures in stimulating 
the growth and vitality of the corn, thus giving it 
a greater power of resistance against the intrusion of 
the puecinia. In order to make a successful appli
cation of the mineral manures, the agriculturist 
must have an approximate idea of the natural 
composition of his soil, as well as the knowledge of 
the particular materials necessary to and exhausted 
by each kind of crop; and the want of such know
ledge has been the cause of the numerous failures 
in attempting to make a profitable application of 
these. On tne other hand, in applying barnyard 
manure and its various composts, he cannot fail to 
supply the materials necessary; for such manure 
possess all the elements which assist in the forma
tion of the root, leaves, stem and frai-.

f

can

.f
The lightness of his skin and his 

strong hair, if lie be fed on them, are unmis
takable symptoms of failing health and strength, 
brought on by unhealthy provender. Let the oats 
be ent while there is diversity of opinion if they 

ripe or not. This not only prevents mustiiuss; 
it also preserves in the grain all the nutrition and 
agreeable flavor that would, if allowed to bo too

s
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Lime as a Fertilizer.k
le A correspondent of the New England Homestead 

says :—
“ There is no substance used as a fertilizer so r*Pe> have escaped from the fasina. Let the crop 

liable to loss by misapplication as lime. It should not be stacked or housed till perfectly dry, and
be slaked, but not wet enough to form mortar when you need have no dread of must. Scent, taste and 
applied to the soil. If it is thoroughly wet, it u t1 . . *cannot be advantageously applied as manure until * ° the haml wlU a11 bear testimony to its
it is dried and powd- red, and then it has but little (lnality- 
value.
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It should be applied when dry-slaked and 
caustic, on a dry day, when the land is dry enough 
not to lump it, and be wel( worked in with a fine 
harrow. If there are many lumps from the size of 
a pea to a walnut, thore lumps will rapidly, by 
exposure to the air, change to carbonate of lime, 
and will he so insoluble that you will see them for 
years in the soil. It wants to be immediately dis
solved; and as it takes some forty pounds of water 
to one barrel of lime, it will be at once seen that 
on dry land it should he applied in small doses, 
and even on heavy land in small doses, even if ne
cessary to apply often.”

a. It was lately stated at a meeting of a Farmer’s 
Club in England that oats contain on nn average 
4j lbs. of husk in every 14 lbs. of grain, and that 
the proportion of husk being so great, the nutri- 
tive qualities of oats

he

less than is generally 
We do not agree with some in uon-

are
ut supposed.

sidering the husk as of no value in food. Though 
not digestible, there is a nutriment extracted from 
it in the stomach’s laboratory, and it exerts 
tain though undefined action in assisting the 
digestion of the farinaceous essence of the grain.

Oats vary greatly in value, as they do in weight. 
When equally well saved, the heavier they are the 

valuable for either feeding or milling pur
poses, and the less in proportion to their farina is 
the husk. Home varieties of oats are much heavier 
than others, and the weight of the bushel 
ter of oats varies greatly according to the 
tries in which they have been grown. 
potato oats weigh 424 lbs. to the bushel, 
grain is short, thick, and, when well saved,

Manure tor Wheat.
The Delaware State Journal say: “Wherever or

ganic matter abounds in the s- -il, a free use of 
bones and potash will speedily restore it back to 
its original fertility. In sandy soils,organic matter 
in the form of peat, muck or leaf mould should be 
combined with the bones and potash. The finer 
the bones are ground, the more speedily their 
action. If the bones are ground in a raw state— 
that is, without steaming or burning -and ground 
very fine and mixed with three times their weight 
of fine muck or peat, or leaf mould, and kept moist 
for three weeks before being used, they will ge 
ate all the ammonia necessary to the rapid growth 
of wheat or other growing crops, v ithout the addi
tion of other substances."

Apples at the North.
^ During a recent discussion in the New York 

Farmer’s Club, the opinion v as expressed that the 
farther north apples can be raised, the better and 
more beautiful they are. The Fameuse, or snow 
apple, was instanced as an illustration of this. It 
was conceded that the best specimens of this choice 
variety are grown in and about Montreal. The 
same is probably true of the Pomme Grise and St. 
Lawrence, both excellent apples. It was further 
stated that the Fameuse and other varieties of 
noted hardiness are not nearly so good when grown 
in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Virginia. Sueh 
testimony should encourage our farmers in the 
northern sections of Ontario to plant orchards of 
suitable sorts. Discouragement has often resulted 
from not properly studying adaptations of climate 
and soil. Such tender apples as the Rhode Island
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Substitute Wanted.se-
: is The comparative failure of the potato crop, and 

the present very high price of that hitherto useful 
vegetable, will make it necessary to find some sub
stitute for the food which has long been of almost 
universal use, not only with the natives of Erin’s 
Isle, but all classes and nationalities. Hitherto it 
has been to all intents and purposes the diet of the 
poor, but the very high price that has to he paid 
now for potatoes leaves them within the reach of 
only the most wealthy. Now, under these cir
cumstances, it will become necessary to find some 
substitute which will take the place of the potato. 
Grocers say that beans arc being extensively 
bought (or tliis purpose, and that they arc the best 
thing of the kind in the market. If beans are 
found to fill this hill, will it not be well for farm-
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The Iiish
The

pecu
liarly bright in color, and has but 3 lbs. of husk to 
the bushel. w

The American oat (L-. S.) weighs 
only 24 to 32 ll>s. to the bushel, and of this there 
are, it is calculated 14 lbs. of husk.

IOW-
:ars,
and-
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bout

The Cana
dian oat, weighing 414 lbs. to the bushel, has of 
husk 14 lbs.

I
ers and gardeners to plant larger crops during the 
coming season ? It is now well known that the po
tato crop is now so uncertain that it will hardly do 
to depend on that alone for a staple vegetable to 
last through the winter.—Oexlerkh Star.

From this we see how superior 
oats are to those grown south of our border, though 
not at all eijual to the Irish potato oats.
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Errata.—In the notice of Tiffany’s Combined 
Brick and Tile Machine in April number, where it 
read “six or eight feet high,” read six or kioht 
high; and “ninety five per cent.” should have 
been twenty-five per cent.

The Sherbrooke Gazette gives a detailed account 
of the operations of t lie Canadian Meat and Pro
duce Company, and confesses astonishment 1 * at 
the amount of work done, and the evident extent 
and magnitude of the business that will be carried

!
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May, 1875SUPPLEMENT TO THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE.100 Fi

NEW SEEDS.
IMZ’OOZLiIj BROS,

However, taken as a whole, the business proved 
to be in a very healthy condition, and looking 
over the names of purchases one is struck with 
the number of new breeders who buy a cow or two 
for their farms, to commence with, and breed 
bulls for their neighbors.

Prizes.
The following prizes will be given to any one 

sending in one new subscriber during this month :
Twenty-five cents worth of any of the seeds or 

plants advertized in this paper. For a Janesville 
grape-vine two subscribers must be sent, or 25 eta. 
additional may be sent with one name. Any time 
this month will answer for the grapes, strawberries

flowelr seeds; the wheat and oats should be in Crop Prospects,
your hands by the 20th. It is not safe to SOW We ]earn irom our iatest reports from England, that the 
flower seeds for out-door culture until the 3rd of prospect of the winter crops is very favorable.
June* they will be better if sown early in hot-beds of the land at the time of sowing the fall wheat was such as 
or boxes, and planted out about the 10th of June, the farmer most desires, and the advantage thus received has 
„ . , , f , hi tE-t not, in any perceptible degree, been lost. Our latest advices
You are not safe from frost until that time. report thc weather there warm and favorable, and the good

Boys and girls, get a grape vme ; you will be promi8ea given 0f the coming crop have their usual depressing
highly pleased to have grapes two weeks earlier 
than any of your neighbors, and a vine that will 
thrive farther north than any other.

SlIltSEBYMEN AND SEED MERCHANTS, 
Have issued their

l wiVOL. X. {
dTommertial. Illustrated Catalogue and Amateur’s 

Guide for 1875,
Containing 76 pages, printed on fine toned paper, and 
bellished with over one hundred outs of Vegetables and 
Flowers. W Sent gratis and post free to all who ap
ply. We send seeds to all parts of the Dommion fre e of 
postage charges.

Our seed business has been placed under the manage
ment of
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MR. GEORGIE McBROOM,

finest°quaHty<an<l true to name. Address—

! effect on the present prices of produce.
From the wheat-growing districts of the United States, 

have not such favorable reports of the fall wheat as from the 
United Kingdom. The tone of the Western papers is discour
aging. There is much anxiety for the wheat crop, especially 
in Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri and Kansas. The 
fall wheat has been winter-killed in many places; the frost, as 
with us, has been very severe, but not so continuous: there 
have been frequent rain storms, with the inevitable conse
quences, thawing and freezing, and winter-killing. Added to 
this is the lateness of the spring, retarding, and, in some in
stances, preventing the sowing of spring wheat. These gloomy 
accounts are, most probably, exaggerated, but there is doubt
less ground for anxiety amomg the farmers of the West.

In this Canada of ours, we believe the prospects are encour
aging. The fall wheat promises well so far. We have been 
making enquiries in many sections of the country, and, as far 
as we can learn, the farmers are very hopeful of good returns. 
Theresia, of course, uncertainty yet; but, with favorable wea
ther, our prospects are good.

we
■

McCOLL BROS.,:

To Oar Correspondents.
We are obliged to hold over till our next issue 

some good practical essays and other communica
tions. The great and increasing number of our 
agricultural correspondents is to us a flattering 
testimony of their estimation of the Farmer’s 
Advocate.

It is an established rule of the press that com
munications should be written in ink, on one side 
of the paper, and bear the writer’s signature. The 

is required for our own information, and will 
not appear in any instance in which the writer pre
fers to remain unknown.

Seed Merchants, London, Ont.
5-lt

i NORWAY SPRUCE, &c.,
Nice transplanted Stock, 9 to 12 inches, 84 per 100, 825 per 
1000 ; 15 to 18 inches, 86 per 100, 840 per 1000 ; 20 to 24 inches 
88 per 100, 860 per 1000.

i
.

HEMLOCK SPRUCE,!
V twice and three times transplanted, 18 to 22 inches, 88 per 

100, 875 per 1000 ; 2 to 8 feet, 818 per 100 ; 8150 per 1000.1 name
1 SCOTCH, AUSTRIAN & WHITE PINES,if ’!

2 to 8 feet, 18 per 100.Produce Markets.
England.—Mark Lank—Wheat and corn, downward ten

dency.' Imports of wheat into the United Kingdom, week 
ending April 21, 95,000 to 100,000 quarters.

Liverpool.—Wheat and com, downward tendency. Cali
fornian White Wheat, per «entai, 0s Id to9s5d; Red American 
Spring Wheat, per cental, 8s 7d to 9s Id; American Western 
Mixed Com, per quarter of 480 lbs., 34s 0d; Canada Peas, per 
quarter of 604 lbti., 42s.

New York.—Flour, dull, and in buyer's favor. Receipts, 
14,000 bbls; wheat, 81.18 to $1.32 per bush; com, 92Jc to 931c; 
barley, unchanged; oats, steady, 73c to 77c; butter, 16c to 22c 
for fetate and Pennsylvania, 22c to 27c for new do.

Detroit.—Wheat, 81.22 to 81.23; com, 75jc; rye, 81.05; 
barley, 82.25 to $2.00; Canadian, 82.65 to 82.76; potatoes, 00c 
to 90c.

Montreal.—Flour market quiet, and transactions limited; 
extra, $4.90; strong bakers’, «4.75.

London, Ont.—White Wheat, Deihl and Treadwell, per 
cental, 81.60 to 81.70; Red Winter, 81.50 to 81.62; Spring, 
81.60 to 81.63.
Oats, 8132 to 81-35. Com, 8110 to 81.20. Rye, 81-10 to 
81.20. Buck wheat, 81.16 to 81.25. Keg butter, 15c to 17c; 
roll butter, 20c to 25c. Cheese, 10c to ll*c. Eggs, 12c to 13c. 
Hay, 812 to 814 per ton. Wool, 30c per lb. Potatoes, per 
bag, 81.20 to 81.30.
S3 50 to 83.75.

AMERICAN ARBORVITÆ,The Farmers of Canada.
The Advocate ia your paper, devoted exclusively 

\o your individual interests* In its success, and in 
the extension of its circulation, you should feel a 
personal pride. A very little effort on your part 
will secure it a handsome club at your post-office, 
and in proportion as its circulation is extended, 
will it confer substantial benefits on you personally. 
See, therefore, that it is brought to the attention 
of your intelligent neighbors, and that they become 
subscribers. And when you cannot devote such 
attention to it as it deserves, induce your Post
master or some other competent person to attend to

: I
4 feet, $20 per 100.

Splendid Norway Spruce, 2 to 2J feet, trimmed and stocked, 
$25 per 100. A full assortment of

b
EVERGREENS & OTHER NURSERY STOCK,

including Greenhouse and Bedding Plants. Address
STORRS, HARRISON A Co.,

Painesville. Lake Co., Ohio.4-2
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Short-Horns and their Prices.
Some few weeks ago the opening sales of short

horns for this year commenced, and ic may be a 
subject of interest to our readers to learn the re
sults, and whether the value of the breed has 
maintained last year’s prices when submitted to 
the practical test of the auctioneer’s hammer.

The results of these sales, as seen below, prove 
that notwithstanding the very great depression in 
the value of property and securities in the United 
States, the short horn has maintained the high 
prices of last year, and even in some families have 
increased, notably so in the cases of animals of 
“Bates” and “Princess” pedigree; while in the 
“ Gwynne ” family, which is an offshoot from the 
“ Princess,” but of miscellaneous sires, the prices 
were below those of last year.

The first day’s sale was that of C. C. Parks, at 
Waukegan, near Chicago, where 104 cows and 
heifers and 17 bulls were sold for a total of $73,- 
755, being an average of $605 a head all round; 
the prices ranging from $2,500, for a Bates “ Peri ” 
eow.down to $90 for a bull calf. Nine of these were 
bought by Canadian breeders.

Tne next day’s sale was held at Chicago, in Dex
ter Park, where the herd of Elliot & Kent was 
sold—62 animals bringing $34,000, an average of 
$549 each. Here the highest price was for a 
Princess cow—sold for $3,425; while seven other 
heifers, of same family, sold from $1,900 for a 
yearling, to $750 for a two months old calf !

Mr. Kissenger’s herd was sold the day following, 
when 41 animals sold for $24,780, being an average 
of $605 each; the prize bull, Kissenger’s Breast
plate, selling for $2,000.

This ended the week, and resulted in the total 
sale of 227 short-horns of all ages, for $133,985, or 
an average of $591 each. This would have been 
much higher, but a large number of bull calves, 
not in very taking condition were sold, and so re
duced the average price considerably.

ft
Barley. 81.00 to #2.00. Pees, 81.20 to 81.25.
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JUST PUBLISHED!

GEORGE J. CHILD’S
Cordwood, dry, 83.75 to 84.00; green,

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE: SPECIAL ADVERTISEMENTS.s or Farm,
FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS.

I FARMEHS !
:

! THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 
AG’L IMPLEMENTS IN AMERICA $50 GIVEN AWAY IN SPECIAL PRIZES

; 24 Net# Varieties of Vegetable Seeds 
Given Away,

Is manufactured at the

ATE AGRICULTURAL WORKS
«æ*Send for a copy at once.

LONDON SEED STORE,Combined Reapers and Mowers, Single Mowers, Single 
Reapers, Separating Threshing Machines, Qram Drills, | 
Hay Rakes, Field Rollers, Gang Plows, Plaster Sowers, 
Cultivators, Turnip Sowers, Double Mould Plows. Side 
Hill Plows,Subsoil Plows, Steel Mould Plows, Cast Mould 
Plows. Potato Diggers, Corn Shelters Circular Saws, 
Drag Saws, Grain Choppers, Straw Cutters, Pulpers, Root 
Cutters, Horse Powers of all sizes.

City Hall Buildings, Richmond St., London. Ont.
P.O. Drawer 23.;

T?0R SALE — Improved Berkshire Boars bred from 
T imported stocky! aged 1 year past;^2 eightyaonths
Jno Kennedy, Hyde Park P. O., Ont.

!
Send for New Illustrated Catalogue and Price List. 
Address—

f
! JOHN WATSON,

AYR P. O., Ont.
TIOR SALE,—3 Bulls,2 Ayrshire and 1 Durham One 1 yr old 
J; Ayrshire Bull took first prize at the Provincial Exhibition 
1874; 1 coming 4 years old—color of both, red and white; 1

----  Durham, coming 3 years old, colored. These are all prize
mHREE YOUNG AYRSHIRE BULLS FOR SALE-First animals, registered pedigrees. Address—J as Nimmo, Camden 
A class Thomas Gray, Oehawa P O East 4*in
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